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ABSTRACT 

Aggregation of pyrrolysyl-tRNA synthetase (PylRS) has proven problematic for 

expression of non-canonical amino acids (ncAAs) in proteins. C. M. alvus PylRS 

(CMaPylRS) is a highly soluble PylRS with a shorter N-terminal domain. While testing 

the orthogonality between CMaPylRS and M. mazei PylRS (MmPylRS), we found that 

tRNAPyl (PylT) from C. M. alvus stabilized MmPylRS and enhanced its activity 3-fold 

higher than its cognate tRNA by suppressing an amber codon within green fluorescent 

protein. We further found that MmPylRS was cleaved to two fragments, aa111-454 and 

aa190-454 when paired to CMaPylT or MmPylT. When the fragments were expressed 

separately, the MmPylRS activity was only 40%. We showed that a P188G mutation can 

stabilize MmPylRS and enhance its activity. 

Since 2020, millions have died from SARS-CoV-2 infection, and even more have suffered 

long-covid symptoms. As such, a cure is urgently in need. Main protease (Mpro) and 

papain-like protease (PLpro) are essential proteases in SARS-CoV-2 virology. We screened 

deubiquitinase inhibitor and cysteine protease inhibitor libraries against PLpro and 

identified 4 inhibitors: GRL-0617, TCID, SJB2-043 and PR-619 with IC50 under 10 µM 

using a peptide substrate, Z-LRGG-AMC. When the substrate was switched from Z-

LRGG-AMC to Ubiquitin-AMC, the IC50 of SJB2-043 improved from 0.56 µM to 0.091 

µM. The dramatic improvement suggests a binding mode for this inhibitor to PLpro
 distinct 

from other inhibitors. In vitro inhibition assays do not always match with in vivo assays 
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due to mechanisms of cellular drug delivery. Because antiviral assays cannot be performed 

with SARS-CoV-2 in low-BSL laboratories, we developed a cellular assay to evaluate 

Mpro inhibitors to facilitate drug discovery. In this assay, a fusion protein of Mpro and eGFP 

in HEK293T cell was expressed and quantified via fluorescent flow cytometry. The 

cytotoxicity caused by Mpro results in low cell fluorescence, while a potent inhibitor 

rescues the cell (high fluorescence). Therefore, cellular potency of inhibitors can be 

quantified according to the inhibitor-dependent fluorescence enhancement. Using this 

assay, 30 known Mpro inhibitors were analyzed. MPI5-8 resulted in excellent antiviral 

effects and in vivo Mpro inhibition. This cellular assay reduces the BSL requirement for 

evaluating Mpro inhibitors and significantly facilitates the drug discovery process.  
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CHAPTER I  

INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW 

Genetic Code Expansion 

The biological system utilizes 64 genetic codes to afford 21 canonical amino acids 

in protein biosynthesis. Multiple codes are only translated to a single amino acid.1 This 

redundancy highly restricts the possible diversity. In addition, to ensure protein stability, 

most canonical amino acid side chains are non-reactive functional groups.2 The lack of 

reactive groups increases the difficulty on protein modification. The amino acids cysteine 

has been widely used to conduct protein labeling due to its ability to form disulfide bonds 

and serve as a strong nucleophile. However, the specificity is not guaranteed when there 

are multiple cysteines.3 To overcome this difficulty, several protein ligation methods have 

been developed to facilitate protein modification. One of them is utilizing the naturally 

occurring intein ligation. The special intein sequencing allows two proteins to fuse and 

undergo protein splicing, which removes the intein and results in a traceless fusion 

protein.4 With this feature, an expressed protein with intein can ligate with a chemically 

synthesized peptide which contains non-canonical amino acids (ncAAs) with active 

functional groups such as alkenes, alkynes, azides or aldehydes. A site-specific 

modification can be achieved with these functional groups. However, the length of 

synthesized peptide which contains ncAAs is limited by solid phase peptide synthesis.5  
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Figure 1 (A) Pyrrolysyl-tRNA synthetase synthesize the amber suppressing 

pyrrolysyl-tRNA. (B) Pyrrolysyl-tRNA is used in translation to incorporate 

pyrrolysine in an expressed protein. The arrow indicates the movement of 

polypeptide chain. 

 

Therefore, genetic code expansion utilizing the redundant genetic code for an extra ncAAs 

was proposed to facilitate protein chemistry. 6 

 

The genetic code expansion system is widely used in the chemical biology field as 

well as in the epigenetic research field. The concept was first proposed by Dr. Peter 

Schultz an others.6 His team demonstrated the feasibility of using the amber stop codon as 

a sense codon to incorporate an ncAA. They first chemically synthesized an amber 

suppressing tRNA which was then amino acylated with different ncAAs. This tRNA was 

used in in vitro protein expression, demonstrating the concept of expanding the genetic 

code with amber codon. They further developed a system that site-specifically 
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incorporates ortho-methyl-L-tyrosine (oMeY) in Escherichia. coli by an artificially 

evolved ortho-methyl-tyrosyl-tRNA synthetase (oMeYRS) derived from 

Methanocaldococcus jannaschii tyrosyl-tRNA synthetase and its tRNA7. The fascinating 

pioneer work of Dr. Peter Schultz inspired scientists to develop versatile tools for chemical 

biology research.8 In 2002, a naturally existing amber codon suppressing system was 

identified in a methanogenesis archaea, Methanosarcina bakeri. This system utilizes a 

naturally evolved pyrrolysyl-tRNA synthetase (PylRS) and its tRNA for reprogramming 

the amber codon to code 22nd amino acid, pyrrolysine (Pyl, noted O as one letter code). 

(Fig. 1A and 1B)9, 10. This naturally existing amber suppression system has an even greater 

plasticity than the artificially developed one11. PylRS consists of two functional domains: 

the N-terminal as a tRNA binding domain and the C-terminal as a catalytic domain. The 

tRNA binding domain recognizes the tertiary structure of tRNA without interacting with 

the anticodon region.12 With this feature, the anticodon region was mutated to recognize 

the other two stop codons for utilizing ochre and opal codons as expanded genetic codons 

as well.13 The C-terminal domain catalyzes the amino acylation of Pyl to form pyrrolysyl-

tRNA. Structural analysis suggests that the specificity of PylRS for Pyl resulted solely 

from the van der Waal interactions between the active site pocket and Pyl14. This 

characteristic provides PylRS the ability to recognize several ncAAs with hydrophobic 

side chains.11 In addition, it also allows us to engineer the amino acid binding pocket to 

fit hundreds of different ncAAs for site-specific incorporations in expressed proteins. 

Furthermore, some of the ncAAs contain active  
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Figure 2 Sequence alignment of PylRS found from Methanosarcina mazei, 

Methanosarcina bakeri, Desulfitobacterium hafniense and C. Methanomethylophilus 

alvus. 
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functional groups for advanced chemical modification, such as using propargyl-lysine for 

click reactions. Although PylRS is significantly versatile, the enzyme tends to aggregate 

when overexpressed and can lose its activity due to the hydrophobicity of the N-terminal 

domain (NTD)15. To overcome this problem, researchers searched for a more soluble 

PylRS. Enzymes from Methanosarcina mazei (MmPylRS) as well as a split PylRS from 

Desulfitobacterium hafniense (DhPylRS) were found (Fig. 2)16, 17. Yet, the solubility of 

MmPylRS was only slightly improved over that of MbPylRS, and DhPylRS possessed 

significantly lower catalytic activity compared to its homologs.18 Several clones of PylRS 

have been screened for enhanced stability including a R3-11 MmPylRS from our lab and 

an IPYE MbPylRS shown in Bryson et al19, 20. The most soluble PylRS was discovered 

from C. Methanomethylophilus alvus (CMaPylRS) with a much shorter NTD, but the CTD 

had 80% similarity to the CTD of MmPylRS (Fig. 2)16, 21. The solubility of CMaPylRS is 

highly improved from all the previous clones. Taking advantage of its structural similarity 

against MmPylRS, some of the previously discovered mutants can be directly transferred 

to CMaPylRS to yield a greater catalytic activity. However, the transfer of mutations 

doesn’t always ensure an active enzyme22. It is likely because of a smaller substrate 

binding pocket comparing to MmPylRS (Fig. 3).23 More detailed knowledge regarding the 

molecular structure of CMaPylRS is crucial to further explain experimental results. In 

summary, the novel characteristics of CMaPylRS result in it being a potential resource to 

further expand chemical biology research. In addition, the different origin of CMaPylRS 

from other PylRSs presents the possibility of using multiple non-sense codons to 

incorporate more ncAAs into one expressed protein24.  
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Figure 3 Active site conformation of MmPylRS and CMaPylRS 

 

 

 

PylRS and Its Directed Evolution 

 

Structural analysis of PylRS and its cognate tRNA has shown that the specificity 

of PylRS to Pyl is solely from a simple lock-and-key enzymatic model.25 This feature 

allows us to engineer the cavity structure of PylRS active site for novel amino acids. The 

most efficient way to identify an ncAA-specific PylRS mutatnt is to perform a directed 

evolution against the wild type PylRS. There are several ways to carry out the evolutions. 
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One of the ways is to build a PylRS library through saturated mutation.26 According to the 

co-crystal of  PylRS/Pyl structure, the Pyl fits into the active site with a specific orientation. 

With this information, we can replace Pyl with other ncAAs in the model to simulate 

binding modes and identify possible interacting residues (Fig. 4A). For most of the lysine 

derivatives, Nε on the side chain was acylated with different functional groups.11 To 

identify a PylRS mutant for a specific lysine acylation, a PylRS library can be generated 

by randomizing interacting sites with saturated mutations. With this method many PylRS 

variants have been screened out for ncAAs  such as Nε-acetyl-L-lysine (AcK), Nε-butyryl-

L-lysine (BuK), Nε-(4-azidobenzoxycarbonyl)-δ, ε-dehydrolysine (AcdK), 

Azidonorlucine (AznL) (Fig. 4B).27-30 AcK is a post-translational modification (PTM)  

 

Figure 4 (A) Based on the crystal structure of MmPylRS, 4CH5, the amino acids 

within 5 Å proximity to Nε are M300-L309, N346-C348, Y384, A400, V401, W417 

and G419. (B) Chemical structure of lysine derivatives. 
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marker that is widely used in nucleosome modification.31 It was proposed to silence the 

gene with a tighter binding toward acetylated nucleosomes, yet different sites of lysine 

acetylation have a more profound function rather than just gene silencing. Genetically 

incorporating AcK at a specific site of nucleosome allows us to address a detailed view of 

its functions. For this purpose, a PylRS recognizing AcK was screened and identified as 

AcKRS1 with L301M, Y306L, L309A and C348F.32 It has been widely used in protein 

PTM research. BuK is another PTM marker.33 The larger acylated group compared to 

acetylation on the nucleosome likely destabilizes nucleosome structure for gene activation. 

BuKRS was screened by randomizing Y384 and identified as Y384W. This mutation 

combining with 4 mutations in AcKRS1 allows us to genetically incorporate Nε-

propionyl-L-lysine (PrK). Due to the structure similarity of BuK and Nε-crotonyl-L-lysine 

(CrK), BuKRS also recognize CrK as a substrate. The alkene group on CrK allows it to 

undergo nucleophilic addition. A crotonylation on nucleosome leads to more complicated 

gene modulation. This modification was found to rescue acute kidney failure.34 It was also 

found to cause depression when accumulated in mice brain.35 AcK, PrK, BuK and CrK 

are lysine acylation with different carbon chains that have been identified as nucleosome 

modifications.36 Even though, only the length of carbon chain differs, these changes lead 

to a profound change in biological function. For some of the PTM such as Nε,Nε-dimethyl-

L-lysine (Kme2) that can’t be genetically incorporated due to the structural similarity to 

lysine, they need to be synthesized by chemical reactions. AcdK is one of the precursors 

that can undergo mild reaction to generate allysine without  
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Figure 5 (A) AcdK was used to synthesize lysine demethylation through allysine. (B) 

AznL was used as for click reaction as well as synthesizing lysine acylation through 

Staudinger reaction.  

 

degrading expressed protein. The aldehyde group on allysine can then react with 

dimethylamine to form enamine and furthermore reduce to form Kme2. With this 

precursor, any dialkylated lysine can be easily synthesized (Fig 5A).30 To genetically 

incorporate AcdK, an AcdKRS was selected and then identified as L309T, C348G and 
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Y384F. AznL is an ncAA with lysine switching the Nε amine to an azide group. The azide 

group can undergo click reactions to form more lysine modifications on an expressed 

protein, and can also be used to synthesize any acetylated lysine through the  Staudinger 

reaction (Fig 5B).29 With the same selection method, AznLRS was identified as Y306L, 

C348I and Y384F. PylRS has been specifically evolved to recognize much more ncAAs. 

There are more PylRS variants that incorporate lysine with reactive functional groups.28, 

37 It has been widely used in chemical biology research as a powerful tool for protein 

labeling and chemical modification. 

 

The solubility of PylRS has been a long-lasting issue for reaching high yields of 

ncAA incorporation. To overcome this problem, it needs more complicated mutagenesis 

than just mutating the active site residues. There are several ways to carry out directed 

evolution for identifying a more stable PylRS. One of the ways is to randomly generate 

mutation on PylRS sequence by error-prone polymerase chain reaction (epPCR) (Fig. 6A). 

With this method, a clone with three mutations, R19H, H29R and T122S, in the tRNA 

binding domain was identified. This mutant was noted as R3-11 MmPylRS, and it was 

shown to recognize Nε-tert-butyl-L-lysine three folds than the wild type one.19 

Furthermore, the mutations were also shown to be transferrable to existing MmPylRS 

variants to enhance the activity. Another method is to go through phage-assisted 

continuous evolution (PACE) or phage-assisted non-continuous evolution (PANCE) (Fig. 

6B).38 This method takes the advantage of the fast-propagating feature of phage and a  
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Figure 6 (A) EpPCR was used to generate a library of randomized MmPylRS. SfGFP 

was encoded with an in-frame amber codon. The improved PylRS increases the green 

fluorescence from the cell. (B) Phage assisted continuous evolution (PACE) was used 

to quickly evolve PylRS. MP is the mutagenesis plasmid which contains proteins that 

generate mutations. AP is an accessory plasmid that encodes gIII with 4 in-frame 

amber codons as well as PylT. The truncated gIII diminishes the infectivity of a 

phage. SP is a selection plasmid that encodes PylRS and genes for phage packaging.  

 

recombination incompetent E. coli, S2060, which has lower fidelity on repairing mutations. 

Mutations were generated randomly through a mutagenesis plasmid and passed on to 

different phage generations. With this method, it can complete multiple rounds of selection 

in an hour. The time-consuming directed evolution can be greatly shortened to within a 

week with these advantages. PACE has been used to evolve and increase the activity of a 

chimeric PylRS (chPylRS) which is a fusion protein of MbPylRS1-149 and 

MmPylRS185-454.20 They identified a chPylRS-IPYE with four mutations: V31I, T56P, 

H62Y and A100E. They also showed these mutations are transferrable to other chPylRS 

variants. These mutations rescued the activity of chimeric AcK3-RS around 90-fold. Due 
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to the fast evolution feature, these methods have been used to identify mutants that have 

better tRNA binding as well as a more active PylRS from different species.39, 40  
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Coronavirus and Drug discovery 

 

The coronavirus was first isolated and identified in 1965 from a nasal swap 

collected from a patient, B814 strain.41 This novel virus was then inoculated to volunteers 

and led to a cold-like syndrome. The novel virus’ morphology was visualized with electron 

microscopy and then categorized as coronavirus in 1968 (Fig. 7A).42 Since the discovery 

of the first coronavirus, there have been several disease outbreaks caused by human 

infectious coronaviruses. These outbreaks include but are not limited to the well-known 

Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS) in Hong Kong in 2003  

 

 

Figure 7 (A) Electron microscopy image of coronavirus B814 from 1965. (B) The 

brief mechanism of SARS-CoV-2 infection and replication. 
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caused by SARS-CoV, Middle East Respiratory Syndrome (MERS) in 2012 in Saudi 

Arabia by MERS-CoV, and the recent pandemic, Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19), 

in 2019 caused by SARS-CoV-2.43 The novelty, highly infectious features, and other 

uncontrollable factors make it hard to prevent spreading of the virus. Although vaccines 

from several companies were released in 2021, the high mutation rate of the positive-

strand RNA virus, SARS-CoV-2 as well as highly breakthrough infection rate are still a 

potential risk to people all over the world.44 Therefore, potent antiviral drugs are still 

essential to cope with this threat.  

 

Right after the epidemic outbreak in the Wuhan seafood market in China in 2019, 

the whole genome of the virus Alpha strain was identified and released promptly for viral 

research. Compared to SARS-CoV-1, they shared 79% genome similarity and sharing 

94.4% similarity in the amino acid sequences in 7 conserved domains in open reading 

frame 1ab (ORF1ab).45 SARS-CoV-2 is a positive-stranded RNA virus (Fig. 7B) that 

enters human cells through the interaction between the spike protein on the surface of 

virus and the Angiotensin Converting Enzyme 2 (ACE2) receptor on the cell surface.46 

Specifically, there are two ways of entry: 1) Directly from the endocytosis after the binding 

of ACE2 and spike, the RNA is then released into the cytosol by Cathepsin L proteolytic 

activity or 2) Furin and TMPRSS2 mediated proteolytic releasing.47 The TMPRSS2 

pathway induced cell fusion likely causes the commonly reported symptoms of lost taste 

and smell. The unique mutations found in the Omicron variant’s spike protein (N764K, 

D796Y, N856K, Q954H, N969K and L981F) reduces TMPRSS2 cleavage of spike 
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protein. 48 Compared to the Alpha and the Delta strains which contain mutations that 

enhance cleavage from Furin, the Omicron strain causes more flu-like symptoms.49 The 

released viral positive ssRNA contains two important ORFs, ORF1a and ORF1ab. These 

two ORFs are translated to long polypeptide chains (pp1a and pp1ab) which are cleaved 

and identified as non-structural proteins 1-16 (nsp1-16).50 These polypeptide chains 

contain almost all the essential proteins for viral replication including papain-like protease 

(PLpro) in nsp3, main protease (Mpro) in nsp5, and RNA-dependent RNA polymerase 

(RdRp) in nsp12.51 Among all, PLpro cleaves the nascent peptide chain to release nsp1, 2, 

3 and 4; while Mpro cleaves and releases most of the protein for viral assembly. RdRp 

transcribes the positive RNA strand to a negative RNA strand and then synthesizes excess 

positive RNA strands for viral replication. Due to the importance of the above-mentioned 

enzymes in the virology of SARS-CoV-2, they are the best potential drug targets for 

fighting the viral infection. Currently, scientists focused  on developing 1) Drugs that 

disrupt the interaction between spike and ACE2; 2) Drugs that inhibits PLpro and Mpro 

proteolytic activity, and 3) Drugs that inhibit RdRp activity.52 Among them, PLpro and 

Mpro are identified as cysteine proteases. Cysteine proteases are a huge class of enzymes 

that can leads to several diseases if not well regulated. They are also essential to most 

pathogenic viruses.53 Therefore, there are numerous drugs that have been developed to 

inhibit cysteine proteases, which makes repurposing existing drugs the best and the fastest 

way to identify a potent drug for curing COVID.  
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Figure 8 (A) PLpro-mISG15 co-structure: modifying from PDBS: 6YVA. The red 

residue is peptide, RLRGG. The yellow residue on the loop by RLRGG indicates 

C111. The red daggers indicate the PLpro cutting sites. (B) GRL-0617 and its 

derivatives. (C) Co-crystal structure of PLpro and XR8-89. 

 

PLpro: PLpro is a cysteine protease that consists of a unique right-handed finger, palm, and 

thumb C-terminal domain and a Ub-like (Ubl) N-terminus domain. The catalytic triad, 

C111, H272 and D286, is located in the palm region. The Ubl domain provides PLpro the 

ability to interact with Ubl proteins such as Ub and ISGs. The SARS-CoV-2 PLpro has two 

distinct functions. Firstly, this protease recognizes the peptide chain LXGG/A in between 

nsp1 and 2, nsp2 and 3, nsp3 and 4 to release functional protein from polypeptide chain 

(Fig. 8A).54Secondly, it provides deubiquitinase activity that interferes with the innate 

immune response. Compared to the PLpro protease activity which only cleaves 3 sites on 

the viral polypeptide chain, the deubiquitinase activity is more important for viral 
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replication. One of the innate antiviral responses is activated by interferon α (IFNα).55 

IFNα binds to its receptor IFNAR1 and IFNAR2 (interferon alpha/beta receptor) complex 

to activate the interferon-stimulated gene 15 (ISG15) antiviral pathway.56 ISG15 is a small 

protein marker for degradation of viral protein. It can also neutralize and aggregate the 

virus particle by ISGylation. However, the deubiquitinase activity of SARS-CoV-2 PLpro 

allows it to specifically recognize ISG15 and removes it from viral proteins.57 Unlike its 

homologs SARS-CoV and MERS-CoV PLpro, SARS-CoV-2 PLpro specifically removes 

ISG15s around 350-fold more than deubiquitinylation. This unique function of PLpro 

allows the virus to evade the immune response.58 Inhibiting PLpro can not only reduce viral 

replication but also restores the regular cellular antiviral activity.59 Several drug screens 

have been done to identify a specific inhibitor for PLpro.60 However, due to the shallow 

and broad cavity of its active site, few good inhibitors were identified except the existing 

SARS-CoV PLpro inhibitor, GRL-0617, with an IC50 of 1 µM.61 According to the crystal 

structure of GRL-0617 and SARS-CoV-2 PLpro, functional groups on GRL-0617 have 

been changed to fit better into the PLpro active site (Fig. 8B).62 Most potent of all, XR8-89 

inhibits PLpro with an IC50 around 100 nM. The crystal structure of PLpro and XR8-89 

showed that with a longer group than the original naphthalene in GRL-0617, the 

interaction of inhibitors and PLpro BL2 loop is enhanced (Fig. 8C). This distinct 

biochemical information could be useful for designing more potent inhibitors. A mutant, 

SARS-CoV-2 NIB-1 circulated in Bangladesh, with a mutation of V843F (V98F on PLpro) 

was found within PLpro.63 This mutation indicates the possibility that a potent inhibitor can 

lose functionality with unpredictable mutations within the active site. Designing more 
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inhibitors based on the co-crystal structure of XR8-89 and PLpro can be advantageous as 

it enables researchers to expand the PLpro inhibitor library and to be prepared for different 

mutations. There were two irreversible activity-based inhibitors designed based on the 

peptide substrate of SARS-CoV-2 PLpro, VIR250 and VIR251, reported with the first 

inhibitor bound crystal structure.54 However, an irreversible inhibitor is not usually a good 

drug due to the unknown off-target effects.64 The unique activity of PLpro provides SARS-

CoV-2 the ability to escape from the immune system. A potent drug that specifically 

targets and inhibits PLpro will be very useful as a treatment for COVID-19. We aimed to 

identify and repurpose potent PLpro inhibitors from the existing drug libraries.  

 

Figure 9 (A) Mpro dimer structure. The red residue indicates the active site C145. The 

red daggers point out the cutting site of Mpro. (B) Mpro inhibitors identified from high 

throughput screening and a structure of Pfizer developed Mpro inhibitor, PF-

07321332. 
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Mpro: Mpro (or 3CLpro: 3C-like protease) is the protease responsible for the maturation of 

most of the core proteins in SARS-CoV-2. It is encoded in nsp5.65 It recognizes 

hydrophobic peptide residues such as KTSAVLQ/S and cuts after the glutamine. Due to 

the special sequence of coronavirus around the Mpro gene, Mpro is able to autocleave itself 

out of the original polypeptide chain and release to form a highly active protease dimer 

(Fig. 9A). The autocleavage activity allows Mpro to remove all the bulky amino acids in 

front of the first serine and facilitate dimerization. The strong protease activity and the 

broad substrate preference of Mpro leads to extreme cytotoxicity and triggers apoptosis of 

the infected cells. Inhibiting Mpro greatly reduces the viral replication as well as cell 

illness.66 Because of the importance of the Mpro to the virus, most of the drug discovery 

research has been designed against it. For example, PAXLOVID, the only FDA approved 

drug by now, is an Mpro inhibitor with an IC50 of 3.11 nM.67  

 

In the early stage of COVID, a Michael acceptor inhibitor, N3, was used to address 

the detail enzymology of Mpro. The co-crystal structure of N3 showed the detail interaction 

between N3 and the substrate binding pocket of Mpro. SARS-CoV-2 Mpro has a catalytic 

dyad of H41 and C145 which is similar to previously identified coronavirus Mpros. In the 

crystal structure, Mpro consists of two dimers, protomer A and protomer B. The subsite S1 

was form with C145 of protomer B and F140, N142, E166, H163 and H172 from protomer 

A. The interaction within Mpro active site between protomer A and B explains why 

dimerization is essential to obtain its protease activity. The highly charged residues, H163, 

from protomer A makes glutamine a required residue for P1 site. The S2 site, which 
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consists of more hydrophobic residues H41, M49, Y54 and Y165, interacts with 

hydrophobic side chains on P2. P3 was exposed toward solvent, which suggested no 

specific preference. P4 is surrounded by hydrophobic residues, while P5 and P1’ sites 

interacts with binding pocked through Van Der Waal interaction.68 Thie details of the 

interaction of N3 and Mpro provides information for designing potential inhibitors.69, 70 

There were several potent inhibitors identified in the early stage of COVID pandemic such 

as disulfiram, carmofur, ebselen, shikonin, tideglusib and PX-12 (Fig 9B). These 

inhibitors exhibit in vitro IC50 values ranging from 0.67 to 21.4 µM. However, ebselen is 

the only one that exhibited potent antiviral activity with an EC50 of 4.67 µM, when it was 

tested in vivo with SARS-CoV-2 infecting vero E6 cells. 68 The inconsistencies between 

in vitro and in vivo assay could lead to a huge waste of research availabilities. Even though 

the in vivo antiviral assay resembled the physiological results better, BSL2 laboratories 

are not allowed to perform it due to safety concerns. To simplify the in vivo assay for 

identifying a potent Mpro inhibitor, we developed an in vivo assay using fluorescence 

enhancement to quantify the EC50 of each inhibitor.  
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CHAPTER II * 

THE PYRROLYSYL-TRNA SYNTHETASE ACTIVITY CAN BE IMPROVED BY A 

P188 MUTATION THAT STABILIZES THE FULL-LENGTH ENZYME 

Reprinted from Chia-Chuan Cho, Lauren R. Blankenship, Xinyu Ma, Shiqing Xu, and 

Wenshe Liu Journal of Molecular Biology 2022, 434 (8), 167453 DOI: 

10.1016/j.jmb.2022.167453. Copyright 2022 Elsevier Ltd. Permission is not required.22 

Introduction 

Pyrrolysine (Pyl) is the 22nd proteinogenic amino acid that is genetically encoded 

by the amber UAG codon. Its genetic encoding requires pyrrolysyl-tRNA synthetase 

(PylRS) and its cognate tRNA tRNAPyl (PylT).9, 71 The Pyl incorporation system was 

discovered in 2002 and has been developed as the arguably most used system for 

undergoing amber suppression-based noncanonical amino acid (ncAA) mutagenesis in 

cells27, 72. So far more than 200 different ncAAs have been genetically encoded using wild-

type and engineered PylRS-PylT pairs11. These ncAAs have a large variety of chemical 

functionalities and some of them are post-translationally modified amino acids12, 27-30, 37, 

73. Applications of these genetically encoded ncAAs include the synthesis of proteins with

post-translational modifications for their functional investigations and the engineering of 

proteins for various purposes such as the synthesis of antibody-drug conjugates. 

The widely used PylRS strains for genetic code expansion are from two 

archaebacteria, Methanosarcina mazei and Methanosarcina bakeri. They share 83% 
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sequence identity12. However, both PylRSs are unstable due to an unstable N-terminal 

domain (NTD) that separates from the C-terminal catalytical domain (CTD). NTD is 

known to recognize PylT for improved binding15, 39. However, its easy aggregation leads 

to an insoluble full-length PylRS or is cleaved from CTD that itself is not catalytically 

active15. To overcome this instability issue, several evolution strategies have been used to 

optimize PylRS. For example, a more stable and active tetra-mutation IPYE clone was 

identified for M. bakeri PylRS (MbPylRS) and a tri-mutation R3-11 clone was introduced 

for M. mazei PylRS (MmPylRS)19, 20. An extreme solution to this problem is the total 

elimination of NTD, a phenomenon that occurs naturally in Ca. Methanomethylophilus 

alvus. Ca. M. alvus PylRS (CMaPylRS) has only a CTD domain that shares 80% similarity 

with the MmPylRS CTD.13, 21, 25, 74 

 

In comparison to MmPylRS and MbPylRS, CMaPylRS has much improved 

solubility. When expressed in Escherichia coli, full-length MmPylRS was only observed 

in the cell lysate pellet whereas CMaPylRS was primarily in the cell lysate supernatant 

(Figure 26). Due to this feature, there has been a trend to switch from using MmPylRS 

and MbPylRS to using CMaPylRS to conduct genetic code expansion research. However, 

the majority of ncAAs are genetically encoded using engineered MmPylRS and MbPylRS 

variants. Mutations in these engineered MmPylRS and MbPylRS variants cannot be 

simply transferred to CMaPylRS to afford variants for the genetic incorporation of 

corresponding ncAAs. We have introduced mutations that were found in MmAcKRS1 and 

MmBuKRS into CMaPylRS to generate corresponding CmaAcKRS and CmaBuKRS. 
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However, afforded CmaAcKRS and CmaBuKRS clones were not able to mediate the 

incorporation of Nε-acetyl-L-lysine (AcK) and Nε-crotonyl-L-lysine (CrK), respectively 

(Figure 27). Therefore, finding a way to stabilize MmPylRS and MbPylRS is still in need 

to improve current existing systems for the genetic incorporation of ncAAs. Chin et al. 

has recently shown that CMaPylRS can be combined with MmPylRS for the genetic 

incorporation of two different ncAAs at two separate codons when they are used together 

with an evolved Ca. M. alvus PylT (CmaPylT) that doesn’t cross-interact with MmPylRS 

and M. mazei PylT (MmPylT) that doesn’t cross-interact with CMaPylRS.24 This type of 

combined uses of PylRS clones will also demand existing MmPylRS and MbPylRS clones 

to be improved. In this work, we wish to report our finding that a P188G mutation in 

MmPylRS can significantly stabilize MmPylRS for improved ncAA incorporation. 

 

Material and Methods 

Construction of plasmids encoding wild-type MmPylRS or a variant together with 

CmaPylT 

The pEVOL-MmPylRS-CmaPylT plasmid was constructed by replacing 

CMaPylRS in the pEVOL-CMaPylRS-CmaPylT plasmid with megaWhop PCR. The 

MmPylRS fragment was amplified from the pEVOL-MmPylRS-mmPylT plasmid using 

two primers MmPylRS-for and MmPylRS-rev (Table 4). The amplified MmPylRS 

fragment was then used as a primer to amplify pEVOL-CMaPylRS-CmaPylT. Plasmids 

pEVOL-MmAcKRS1-CmaPylT, pEVOL-MmAcdKRS-CmaPylT, and pEVOL-

MmAznLRS-CmaPylT were cloned in the same way. 
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Construction of plasmids encoding MmPylRS CTD, split MmPylRS CTD and NTD, 

and split MmPylRS CTD and sfGFP-Y66F-NTD 

The split construct was made by PCR amplification of the whole construct 

pEVOL-MmPylRS-CmaPylT using two primers split-for and split-rev primer pairs that 

added a stop codon, a ribosome binding site, and a start codon between MmPylRS aa1–

110 and aa111–454. The sfGFPY66F-NTD split construct was then made using 

megawhop PCR from the construct coding split CTD and NTD. The sfGFP fragment was 

amplified from the plasmid pBAD-sfGFP using a primer pair sfGFP-for and sfGFP-rev. 

The amplified fragment was then used as a primer to amplify the split construct. A site-

directed mutagenesis was performed to the sequence-confirmed sfGFP-NTD split 

construct using two primers Y66F-for and Y66F-rev to generate a non-fluorescent sfGFP-

Y66F-NTD. The plasmid encoding only the CTD domain was generated by PCR of 

pEVOL-MmPylRS-CmaPylT using a primer pair CTD-for and CTD-rev to remove the 

whole NTD region. 

 

Construction of plasmids containing K110A, P188G, P118Q and double mutations 

in MmPylRS 

Plasmid pEVOL-MmPylRS-K110A was made by PCR using a primer pair CTD-

for and K110A-rev from a template pEVOL-MmPylRS-MmPylT. The pEVOL-

MmPylRS-P188G-MmPylT and pEVOL-MmPylRS-P188Q-MmPylT was made from 

pEVOL-MmPylRS-MmPylT using primer pairs p188G-for/p188G-rev and p188Q-
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for/P188Q-rev, respectively. Double mutations K110A/P188Q or P188G were 

constructed in a same way. The P188G mutated plasmids of MmAcKRS1, MmAcdKRS, 

and MmAznLRS were made from their corresponding constructs pEVOL-MmAcKRS1-

MmPylT, pEVOL-MmAcdKRS-MmPylT and pEVOL-MmAznLRS-MmPylT by site-

directed mutagenesis using two primers P188G- for and P188G-rev. 

 

Purification of MmPylRS 

Transformed cells were grown in 10 mL 2YT media (Ampicillin and 

Chloramphenicol) at 37 oC overnight. The overnight culture was inoculated into 1L of 

2YT and grown at 37 oC until OD600 reached 0.6. The expression of MmPylRS was 

induced by the addition of 0.2% arabinose for 6 h at 37 oC. Cells were collected by 

centrifuging at 6 K rpm for 15 min. The cell pellet was resuspended in lysis buffer (50 

mM HEPES, 500 mM NaCl, 10% glycerol and 1 mM PMSF at pH 7.5). Suspended cells 

were lysed by sonication with 1 sec on and 4 sec off with a total of 5 min. The lysate was 

removed by centrifugation at 16 K rpm for 30 min at 4 oC. Ammonium sulfate 

precipitation was performed for the supernatant. Precipitation from 0% to 40% was 

collected by centrifuging at 16 K rpm for 30 min. The pellet was dissolved to buffer A (50 

mM HEPES, 100 mM NaCl and 10% glycerol at pH 7.5) and dialyzed against buffer A 

overnight. Solubilized pellet was then filtrated through 0.45 mm filter and loaded onto a 

source 15Q column for purification by FPLC. The protein was eluted with a gradient from 

buffer A to buffer B (50 mM HEPES, 1 M NaCl and 10% glycerol at pH 7.5). The desired 
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peak was collected, concentrated, and loaded onto a superdex 200 Increase 10/300 GL 

column for further purification. 

Quantification of amber codon suppression 

Transformed cells were grown in 6 mL 2YT media at 37 oC until they reached 

OD600 as 0.6. Cells were then were induced with 0.2% arabinose and split to two 3 mL 

cultures induced with and without 1 mM NcAA. After 6 h of expression at 37 oC, cells 

were collected. 25 mL of the culture was diluted to 100 mL on a 96 well plate. OD600 was 

measured in a BioTek synergy neo2 plate reader. The remaining cells were spun down 

with 4 K rpm for 15 min. The pellet was collected and resuspend in 0.5 mL lysis buffer 

(50 mM Tris, 50 mM NaCl, 1 mM PMSF and 1 mg/mL lysozyme at pH 8). Cells were 

lysed by freezing and thawing between liquid nitrogen and 42 oC water bath with 20 sec 

vortexing after thawing. The lysate was clarified by centrifugation at 14 K rpm for 30 min. 

100 uL of the supernatant was transferred to a Grenier half area black 96-well plate. The 

fluorescence of sfGFP was quantified using a BioTek synergy neo2 plate reader with 485 

nm excitation and 510 nm emission. The supernatant was collected and incubated with 

250 uL Ni-NTA resins for 10 min. The Ni resins were washed with 1 mL of wash buffer 

(50 mM Tris, 50 mM NaCl and 30 mM imidazole at pH8). The bound sfGFP was then 

eluted with elution buffer (50 mM Tris, 50 mM NaCl and 300 mM imidazole at pH8) after 

rocking in room temperature for 10 min. The eluent was then analyzed with SDS-PAGE. 

Results and Discussion 



CmaPylT enhances MmPylRS-mediated amber suppression 

We started our research by testing the orthogonality of MmPylRS and CMaPylRS 

toward each other’s cognate PylTs. Our original purpose was to examine whether these 

independent pairs can be combined to genetically encode two different ncAAs. To test 

orthogonality of MmPylRS toward CmaPylT, we constructed a plasmid pEVOL-

MmPylRS-CmaPylT that encodes MmPylRS and CmaPylT (Figure 10A). This plasmid 

was used along with a reporter plasmid pBAD-sfGFP134TAG that encodes superfolder 

green fluorescent protein (sfGFP) with an amber mutation at the 134th amino acid coding 

position (sfGFP134TAG) to transform E. coli Top10 cells. Transformed cells were growth 

in the presence of 1 mM Nε-Boc-lysine (BocK). Without amber suppression, the 

sfGFP134TAG gene was expressed as a truncated protein with a premature termination at 

the amber codon site. Otherwise, full-length sfGFP that was quantified by measuring 

fluorescence was expressed to indicate amber suppression levels. After 6 h expression, 

cells were collected and lysed to quantify expressed full-length sfGFP. A similar 

experiment in which a plasmid pEVOL-MmPylRS-MmPylT that encodes MmPylRS and 

MmPylT was used as a positive control. MmPylRS showed an amber suppression effect 

in the presence of CmaPylT slightly more than twice better than that in the presence of 

MmPylT (Figure 10B). To explore whether this enhanced expression can be transferred 

to other MmPylRS variants, we paired CmaPylT with engineered MmPylRS variants 

including MmAcKRS1, MmAcdKRS, MmAznLRS, and MmBuKRS (Mm was added in  
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Results and Discussion 
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Figure 10 (A) Cloverleaf structures of MmPylT and CmaPylT. (B) The amber 

suppression efficiency of MmPylRS in the presence of CmaPylT is significantly 

better than that in the presence of MmPylT (p-value < 0.05). (C) CmaPylT doesn’t 

lead to improved activities in all engineered MmPylRS variants. 1 mM ncAA was 

used to induce full-length sfGFP expression (p-value < 0.05 except the one from 

AznLRS-CmaPylT in the presence of AznL was 0.3). Reprinted with permission 

from reference 22. 

the names for these variants to indicate their origin) that were previously evolved for the 

genetic incorporation of AcK, Nε-(4-azidobenoxycarbonyl)-δ, ε -dehydrolysine (AcdK), 

azidonorleucine (AznL),and Nε-crotonyl-lysine (CrK) respectively.28-30 Plasmids similar 

to pEVOL-MmPylRS-CmaPylT that encode different MmPylRS variants and Cma-PylT 

were constructed. They were used along with pBAD-sfGFP134TAG to transform Top10 

cells for the expression of full-length sfGFP in the presence of 1 mM corresponding ncAA. 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/biochemistry-genetics-and-molecular-biology/green-fluorescent-protein
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Their corresponding MmPylRS variant-MmPylT pairs were used as positive controls. 

Among four ncAAs, only AcdK and CrK showed enhanced  

Figure 11 (A) MmPylRS showed different truncated fragments in the presence of 

MmPylT and CmaPylT. Arrows indicate truncated fragments aa190-454 and aa111-

454. (B) Different MmPylRS clones used in combination with CmaPylT for testing

amber suppression efficiency. Split means that CTD and NTD were expressed

separately (p-value < 0.05). (C) Amber suppression efficiency of different MmPylRS

clones in the presence of CmaPylT. (D) Purified full-length sfGFP that was expressed

when different MmPylRS clones were combined with CmaPylT. 1 mM BocK was

used to induce full-length sfGFP expression. Reprinted with permission from

reference 22.

incorporation when their specific MmPylRS variants were paired with CmaPylT. AcK and 

AznL exhibited reduced incorporation (Figure 10C). Therefore, it is evident that the 

binding of CmaPylT and its aminoacylation by MmPylRS are two intricately related 

processes. The binding of a ncAA and its catalysis to form an aminoacyl-CmaPylT might 

require unique structural dynamics in the binding between MmPylRS and CmaPylT that 
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varies between different ncAAs. Therefore, not all engineered MmPylRS variants work 

well with CmaPylT. 

CmaPylT prevents MmPylRS from its cleavage after A189. 

To investigate the role of CmaPylT in the MmPylRS-mediated amber suppression 

enhancement, we lysed cells that expressed MmPylRS in the presence of either CmaPylT 

or MmPylT and analyzed soluble proteins by SDS-PAGE (Figure 11A). In the presence 

of MmPylT, a truncated soluble MmPylRS fragment whose molecular weight was around 

30 kDa was clearly visible. However, this soluble MmPylRS fragment disappeared when 

CmaPylT was co-expressed. In the presence of CmaPylT, a soluble protein band with a 

molecular weight around 38 kDa appeared in the SDS-PAGE gel. We purified both soluble 

proteins and characterized their molecular weights using electrospray ionization mass 

spectrometry (ESI-MS). The deconvoluted molecular weights of the two proteins are 

30,673.3 and 38,335.0 Da, respectively (Figure 28). MmPylRS is known to undergo 

hydrolysis in E. coli and only its CTD is soluble. These two determined molecular weights 

match well with MmPylRS fragments aa190-454 (theoretical molecular weight: 30672.2 

Da) and aa111-454 (theoretical molecular weight: 38,336.7 Da). The MmPylRS NTD 

domain is aa1-189. This domain is known to bind PylT but how this domain folds is only 

partially studied. Although the crystal structure of aa1-100 has been determined,39 the 

structure of aa101-189 is unknown. Our results indicate that aa111-189 is highly likely an 

independently folded domain and this domain interacts directly with CmaPylT. This 

interaction stabilizes the MmPylRS CTD fusion with aa111-189 and consequently 
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contributes to a strong activity of MmPylRS in the presence of CmaPylT. However, how 

exactly CmaPylT prevents the cleavage of MmPylRS after A189 needs to be further 

investigated. 

Full-length MmPylRS is essential for an enhanced activity 

To examine effects of different domains on the MmPylRS activity, we constructed 

plasmids encoding MmPylRS fragments and CmaPylT. Three designs were conducted. 

One contained just the MmPylRS CTD, the second had two fragments aa1-110 and aa111-

454 expressed separately, and the third encoded independently expressed aa111-454 and 

aa1-110 that was fused with sfGFP with a 66F mutation (Figure 11B). A previous 

publication has shown that two split fragments from a PylRS chimera can be co-expressed 

to improve genetic incorporation of a ncAA.20 We hoped to recapitulate this result. Two 

independently expressed CTD and NTD are also observed in Desulfitobacterium 

hafinience and other organisms.12 In these organisms, CTD, NTD and PylT form a tertiary 

complex and NTD is required for the in vivo activity of the whole complex. sfGFP is 

known to improve solubility and folding of its fused proteins.75, 76 The purpose of its fusion 

to aa1-110 was to improve the solubility of aa1-110 in E. coli so that a more soluble 

complex between aa111-454 and aa1-110 could be generated to improve genetic 

incorporation of a ncAA. To prevent fluorescence of the fused sfGFP from interfering with 

the characterization of fluorescence-based amber suppression levels, we mutated its active 

site Y66 to F, which eliminates its fluorescence76. aa1-110 instead of aa1-189 was used 

since CmaPylT stabilizes the MmPylRS CTD fused with aa110-aa189. The plasmid that 

encoded MmPylRS and MmPylT was used as a control. These plasmids along with pBAD-
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sfGFP134TAG were used to transform E. coli Top10 cells. Transformed cells were grown 

in the presence of 1 mM BocK for the characterization of amber suppression levels. As 

shown in Figure 11C, removing the NTD domain from MmPylRS totally killed its amber 

suppression activity even in the presence of CmaPylT. No expressed full-length sfGFP 

was detected (Figure 29). Cells expressing split NTD and CTD domains resumed partially 

amber suppression activity. Although this activity was close to the activity from the 

MmPylRS-MmPylT pair, it was only about 40% of that from the MmPylRS-CmaPylT 

pair. The fusion of sfGFP-Y66F to NTD improved the overall amber suppression activity. 

However, this improved activity was only about 60% of that from the MmPylRS-

CmaPylT pair. Collectively, our results approve that the expression of full-length 

MmPylRS is critical for a high amber suppression activity even when it is coupled with 

CmaPylT. Since we did not observe an obvious band for full-length MmPylRS in the 

presence of either MmPylT or CmaPylT in our SDS-PAGE analysis of the cell lysate 

supernatants as shown in Figure 11A, we suspected that full-length MmPylRS in the 

presence of CmaPylT might aggregate during the cell lysis process. To confirm this, we 

directly dissolved cells expressing MmPylRS and CmaPylT in the SDS-PAGE sample 

loading buffer, boiled the sample and analyzed proteins in whole cells by SDS-PAGE. As 

shown in Figure 30, the SDS-PAGE gel showed a heavy band corresponding to full-length 

MmPylRS. However, this band was not observable in cells expressing MmPylRS and 

MmPylT. Therefore, it is clear that CmaPylT stabilizes full-length MmPylRS. This 

stabilization likely contributes to the overall high activity of MmPylRS in its mediated 

BocK incorporation at amber codon in the presence of CmaPylT. How exactly CmaPylT 
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stabilizes MmPylRS will demand more structural analysis of the interactions between 

them. 

 

K110A, P188Q and P188G enhance the activity of MmPylRS 

Since the activity enhancement of MmPylRS by CmaPylT cannot be simply 

transferred to engineered MmPylRS variants, we sought other ways to improve activity of 

engineered MmPylRS variants that can be used together with MmPylT. Our investigation 

of MmPylRS stabilization by CmaPylT showed that MmPylRS is cleaved after K110 and 

A189 in E. coli. These two cleavages are presumably done by E. coli proteases. K110 is a 

lysine, which is a typical protease recognition site.77 A189 is not a unique protease 

recognition site.78 However, its N-terminal proximal residue is P188. Proline and glycine 

are known as protein secondary structure breakers.79 P188 Mutations likely generate large 

structure changes that disrupt protease recognition at A189. Therefore, we decided to 

conduct mutagenesis at K110 and P188. To neutralize the charge of K110, we introduced 

a K110A mutation and for P188 we introduced two mutations P188G and P188Q. The 

P188G mutation was introduced with the purpose to maintain a possible turn structure and 

P188Q was introduced to improve the solubility of the P188-containing peptide. Clones 

with three separate single mutations and that with double mutations including 

K110A/P188G and K110A/P188Q were constructed. These mutated clones were coupled 

with MmPylT to test their amber suppression activity. For comparison, we only 

constructed the K110A mutant clone of MmPylRS for its coupled use with CmaPylT. 

Only the K110A mutation was introduced because CmaPylT prevents the MmPylRS 
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cleavage after A189. Plasmids coding these mutants along with either MmPylT or 

CmaPylT were built. There were coupled with pBAD-sfGFP134TAG to transform E. coli 

Top10 cells. Transformed cells were grown in the presence of 1 mM BocK for the 

characterization of overall full-length sfGFP expression levels. The K110A mutation 

improved the activity of MmPylRS in the presence of CmaPylT for about 10% but this 

improvement was not significant (Figure 31). An SDS-PAGE analysis of cells expressing 

MmPylRS K110A and CmaPylT showed an enhanced level of full-length MmPylRS in 

the cell lysate pellet compared to cells expressing wild-type MmPylRS and CmaPylT 

(Figure 32). Cells expressing MmPylRS K110A and CmaPylT had also close to non-

visible truncated MmPylRS fragement aa111-454 in the cell lysate supernatant. On the 

contrary, cells expressing wild-type MmPylRS and CmaPylT had a high level of truncated 

MmPylRS fragment aa111-454 (Figure 32). In the presence of MmPylT, all three 

mutations significantly improved the activity of MmPylRS (Figure 12A). Although clones 

with double mutations showed higher activities than wild-type MmPylRS, their activities 

were lower than that from single mutation clones. It is obvious that mutations at the two 

cleavage sites influence the MmPylRS activity. Although our results showed that tested 

mutations at two sites cannot be synergistically used likely due to their combined 

disruption to the overall protein folding, it is highly possible that other combinations of 

mutations at two sites will lead to better activities in afforded enzyme variants than single 

mutation clones. 
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The enzyme activity enhancement effect of P188G can be transferred to engineered 

MmPylRS variants 

To explore whether we can transfer the activity improvement effect of the P188 

mutation to engineered MmPylRS variants, we introduced P188G into MmAcKRS1, 

MmAcdKRS and MmAznLRS, the three MmPylRS clones that we have frequently used 

to express proteins with posttranslational lysine modifications. Plasmids that encode these 

clones with the P188G mutation and MmPylT were constructed. They were used together 

with pBAD-sfGFP134TAG to transform E. coli Top10 cells. Transformed cells were 

grown in the presence of 1 mM corresponding ncAAs. As shown in Figure 12B, the P188G 

mutation led to 3-fold improvement of AcK incorporation by MmAcKRS1. The genetic  

 

Figure 12 (A) Amber suppression efficiency for different MmPylRS mutants in the 

presence of MmPylT (p-value < 0.05). (B) Transfer of the P188G mutation to 

MmAcKRS1, MmAcdKRS and MmAznLRS to improve their amber suppression 

efficiency in the presence of MmPylT. 1 mM ncAA was used for expression (p-value 

< 0.05). Reprinted with permission from reference 22. 
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incorporation of AcK by amber codon has been broadly used for the characterization of 

posttranslational lysine acetylation functions. However, the approach has suffered from a 

low incorporation yield. To improve AcK incorporation, we have typically used 5 or 10 

mM AcK for expression.80 The dramatic improvement of AcK incorporation by a single 

P188G mutation will likely promote broader adoption of the technique by removing a 

significant hurdle. We have also tested the synthesis of histone H3 K36ac using the 

MmAcKRS1 P188G clone in combination with MmPylT. In comparison to almost non-

detectable H3 K36ac that was expressed using the original MmAcKRS1, MmAcKRS1 

P188G led to a high expression level of H3 K36ac in the presence of 5 mM AcK. The 

188G mutation did not change the MmAcdKRS activity very much. It led to an arguably 

same activity as the original MmAcdKRS. Since MmAcdKRS is an efficient enzyme, this 

is not a surprise. The P188G mutation led to a better performing MmAznLRS. However, 

the activity improvement in MmAznLRS is not as significant as that was shown in 

MmAcKRS1. The aminoacylation catalysis requires coordination between aminoacyl-

tRNA synthetase and several substrates including ATP, mino acid and tRNA. How exactly 

a mutation will influence interactions between the enzyme and three substrates and the 

catalytic process itself is difficult to perceive. However, based on all our collected data, 

we can conclude that the P188G mutation will likely improve activity of an MmPylRS 

variant although exact effects are hard to predict. 
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Conclusion 

CmaPylT stabilizes MmPylRS in E. coli by preventing its cleavage after A189 

although MmPylRS is still prone to the hydrolysis after 110. Mutations at K110 and P188 

in general improve the activity of MmPylRS in the presence of MmPylT. The P188G 

mutation can also be potentially transferred to engineered MmPylRS variants to improve 

their activities for the coupled use with MmPylT.  
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Introduction 

The current prevailing COVID-19 pandemic has caused global health and 

economic consequences that are often compared to that of the 1918 influenza pandemic.82 

As of June 1st, 2021, the total number of confirmed global COVID-19 cases has exceeded 

170 million, of which more than 3.5 million have succumbed to death (WHO data). 

Encouragingly, three COVID-19 vaccines developed by Pfizer/BioNtech, Moderna, and 

Johnson & Johnson have been approved by FDA for human immunization in the United 

States. Although vaccines are promising in containing the pandemic, their availability 

does not diminish the urgent need for other effective antiviral drugs. Existing COVID-19 

vaccines are targeting the membrane Spike protein of SARS-CoV-2, the pathogen of 

COVID-19. Spike is highly mutable.52 New viral strains with critical mutations in Spike 

such as UK and South Africa SARS-CoV-2 strains have emerged. Effectiveness of 

vaccines against these new strains will be a to effective antivirals for COVID-19, 

repurposing of existing drugs has been broadly conducted. This effort has led to the 
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identifications of a number of potential antivirals for SARS-CoV-2.83 So far, remdesivir 

is the only antiviral that has been approved for the treatment of COVID-19. Remdesivir is 

a nucleoside analog that inhibits RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRp) of SARS-

CoV-2. It shows high potency in inhibiting SARS-CoV-2 in vitro but appears to be only 

modestly effective in treating COVID-19 patients.84 In view of the ongoing pandemic in 

its colossal scale and apocalyptic impact, there is a dire need of more effective antivirals 

with novel mechanisms of action to save lives of COVID-19 patients.  

 

As the pathogen of COVID-19, SARS-CoV-2 has a positive-sensed genomic 

RNA.85 It encodes 10 open reading frames (ORFs). As the largest ORF, ORF1ab 

comprises more than two thirds of the whole genome. In an infected host cell, ORF1ab is 

translated to two large polypeptide products, pp1a (~ 500 kDa) and pp1ab (~ 800 kDa),86 

by the host protein translation system. The pp1ab polypeptide is formed due to a frameshift 

during protein translation. Both pp1a and pp1ab need to undergo proteolytic cleavage to 

form 15 mature proteins. These mature proteins are nonstructural proteins (nsps) essential 

for the virus in its reproduction and pathogenesis. The proteolytic cleavage of pp1a and 

pp1ab is an autocatalytic process. Two internal polypeptide regions, nsp3 and nsp5, 

possess cysteine protease activities that cleave themselves and all other nsps in pp1a and 

pp1ab. Nsp3 is commonly referred to as papain-like protease (PLPro) and nsp5 as main 

protease (MPro).87 Both PLPro and MPro are essential to SARS-CoV-2. Of the two enzymes, 

PLPro recognizes the tetrapeptidyl LXGG motif juxtaposed between viral proteins nsp1 

and nsp2, nsp2 and nsp3, and nsp3 and nsp4. Its cleavage after the LXGG motif leads to 
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the release of nsp1, nsp2, and nsp3 which are essential for host modulation and viral 

replication.88 In addition, recent studies have shown that PLPro can proteolytically remove 

K48-crosslinked ubiquitin concern.52 Vaccines are also preventative making them not an 

option for the treatment of COVID-19 patients. For quick access (Ub) and interferon-

stimulated gene 15 product (ISG15) that play important roles in the regulation of host 

innate immune responses to viral infection.57, 89 PLPro is also conserved across various 

coronaviruses.90 For these reasons, PLPro is considered an attractive COVID-19 drug target 

for the development of antivirals that may be potentially used as broad-spectrum inhibitors 

for other coronaviruses as well.91, 92 

 

In view of the urgent need of antivirals for effective COVID-19 treatments, 

repurposing approved drugs and late-stage clinical drug candidates against SARS-CoV-2 

is an efficient strategy. Significant progress has been made in drug repurposing for MPro. 

The first orally administered SARS-CoV-2 MPro inhibitor PF-07321332 that was 

developed by Pfizer is currently undergoing evaluation in a Phase 1b multi-dose study in 

hospitalized COVID-19 participants. In contrast, inhibitors for PLPro remain relatively less 

explored because PLPro is comparably a more challenging drug target. It has a flatter active 

site pocket than MPro. Since PLpro is both a cysteine protease and a deubiquitinase, we 

reasoned that screening of cysteine protease inhibitors and deubiquitinase inhibitors would 

provide fast identification of PLPro inhibitors as initial hits for further optimization. In this 

study, we report our progress in identifying PLPro inhibitors by screening 33 deubiquitinase 

and 37 cysteine protease inhibitors. Among these molecules, we identified seven 
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candidates that can potently inhibit PLPro with an IC50 value below 40 μM. Four molecules 

have an IC50 value below 10 μM. One molecule SBJ2-043 can only partially inhibit PLPro 

but has a remarkable low IC50 value of 0.56±0.16 μM. More in-depth investigation of 

these inhibitors in their mechanisms of action will likely reveal unique inhibition 

mechanisms for PLPro for advanced development of potent PLpro inhibitors. 

 

Material and Methods 

Chemicals 

The deubiquitinase inhibitor library and cysteine protease library were purchased 

from MedChemExpress. Two other deubiquitinase inhibitors, C527 and VLX1579, were 

purchased from Cayman Chemicals. The PLPro substrate, Z-LRGG-AMC, was purchased 

from Cayman Chemicals. 

 

In-silico molecular docking study 

Protein preparation: The crystal structure of the SARS-CoV-2 PLPro in complex 

with inhibitor GRL0617 (PDB ID: 7CMD) was obtained from the RCSB Protein Data 

Bank (https://www.rcsb.org/). Only chain A of the homo-tetrameric structure was used in 

our docking study. The cognate ligand was removed from the structure that was applied 

in the following redocking test. In AutoDockTools-1.5.7, water molecules were deleted, 

and polar hydrogens were added to the structure. Finally, the prepared protein structure 

was converted into a PDBQT file for further docking studies.  
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Ligand preparation: Compounds in SDF format were converted into PDB files using 

OpenBabel-3.1.1. These PDB files were further converted into PDBQT files via 

AutoDockTools-1.5.7 with default options. 

Docking parameters and method: In addition to receptor and ligand preparations, 

AutoDockTools-1.5.7 was also used for grid parameter setting. The cognate ligand of 

crystal structure 7CMD suggested the inhibitor binding site. A grid box with dimensions 

30 × 30 × 30 centered at the coordinates X = 30.0, Y = 12.0, and Z = 30.0 was used to 

represent the search space. Then we applied AutoDock Vina docking protocol with 

options of 20 CPUs to use and maximum 100 binding modes to generate. Only modes 

with the highest binding affinities were shown in this paper. 

Docking validation: We redocked the cognate ligand GRL0617 into its cognate receptor 

in order to verify the correctness of our docking method and parameters. The top row of 

Figure 7A showed the docked conformation in magenta and the crystal conformation in 

grey. The superposition of two conformations demonstrated the feasibility of our 

molecular docking method. 

Expression and purification of PLPro 

PLPro gene fragment was purchased from Integrated DNA Technologies (IDT), 

amplified with the primer pair that has XbaI and XhoI cleavage sites. The amplified gene 

was inserted into pBAD-sfGFP vector. In the final construct (pBAD-sfGFP-PLPro), a 



hexahistidine tag is located at the N-terminus of sfGFP. A TEV cutting site is placed after 

the C-terminus of sfGFP which is followed by PLPro. Chemically competent Top10 E. coli 

cells were transformed with the pBAD-sfGFP- PLPro plasmid. Then a single colony was 

picked, inoculated into 10 mL of 2YT with ampicillin and grew overnight at 37 °C. The 

overnight culture was inoculated to 1 L of 2YT with 100-fold dilution and grew until 

OD600 (optical density at 600 nm) reached 0.6. Then, the medium was cooled down to 20 

°C and induced with 0.2% L-arabinose for 24 h at 20 °C. The cells were collected by 

centrifuging at 6000 rpm for 30 mins and resuspended in lysis buffer (20 mM Tris, 250 

mM NaCl, 5% glycerol, 0.2% TritonX-100 and 1 mg/mL lysozyme at pH 7.8). Collected 

cells were lysed by sonication at 60% amplitude with 1 sec on 4 sec off for a total of 5 

min. The cell debris was removed by centrifuging at 16000 rpm for 30 min and the 

supernatant was loaded onto 3 mL of Ni-NTA resins (Genscript). A gravity flow Ni-NTA 

chromatography was performed. The Ni-NTA resin was washed with 10 times resin bed 

volume of wash buffer (20 mM Tris, 250 mM NaCl and 10 mM imidazole at pH 7.8) and 

eluted with 20 mL elution buffer (20 mM Tris, 30 mM NaCl and 300 mM imidazole at 

pH 7.8). The buffer was changed to 20 mM Tris and 30 mM NaCl with 20% glycerol by 

using HiPrep 26/10 desalting column. Finally, the protein was aliquoted, flash frozen with 

liquid nitrogen and stored in –80 °C freezer. 

43 
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The Ub-G76 C-6H was expressed according to the protocol described before.93 

Briefly, an overnight starting culture was inoculated in 2YT medium using a 1:100 dilution 

ratio. The cells were grown at 37 °C with 250 rpm. The protein was induced with 1 mM 

of IPTG overnight at 18 °C when OD600 reached 0.7–0.9. The next morning, cells were 

harvested by centrifugation at 6000 rpm for 30 min and lysed by sonication in lysis buffer 

(50 mM NaH2PO4, pH 7.8, 500 mM NaCl, 5 mM imidazole, 1 mM TCEP). The whole 

cell lysate was then clarified by centrifugation (16000 rpm, 30 min, 4 °C). The supernatant 

was collected and 6 M HCl was added dropwise until it reached pH 2. The acidic 

supernatant was stirred for 5–10 min to allow impurities to precipitate. The impurities 

were removed by centrifugation (10000 rpm, 30 min, 4 °C) and the supernatant was 

neutralized to pH 7.8 using 6 M NaOH solution. Subsequently, the neutralized supernatant 

was loaded onto Ni-NTA resins to perform a gravity flow chromatography. The resin was 

washed with wash buffer (50 mM NaH2PO4, 500 mM NaCl, 30 mM imidazole, 1 mM 

TCEP at pH 7.8). Then the target protein was eluted with elution buffer (washing buffer 

substituting 20 mM imidazole with 300 mM imidazole). The elution was desalted to 50 

mM ammonium bicarbonate (ABC) buffer using a HiPrep Desalting column and 

lyophilized into 100 nmol per aliquot for further use. 

Synthesis of Ub-AMC 

Ub-AMC was synthesized using the Activated Cysteine-directed Protein Ligation 

(ACPL) technique described before.93 100 nmol of lyophilized Ub-G76 C-6H was 

dissolved in 194.5 μL of 50 mM borate buffer (pH 9) supplied with 0.5 μL of 500 mM 

Expression and purification of Ub-G76 C-6H 



TCEP stock solution. It was then mixed with 300 μL of 40 mM Gly-AMC solution in 

DMSO to achieve a reaction mixture containing 24 mM Gly-AMC, 20 mM borate and 

60% DMSO. The ACPL reaction was initiated by adding 5 μL of 500 mM NTCB stock 

solution in DMSO and the pH value was carefully adjusted to 9 using 6 M NaOH solution. 

The reaction was performed at 37 °C for 16 h and terminated by desalting to 50 mM ABC 

buffer using a HiTrap Desalting column. The desalted sample was further purified using 

Ni-NTA purification by collecting the flowthrough. The purified Ub-AMC was analyzed 

by Orbitrap ESI-MS, then flash frozen and stored in 80 °C freezer. 

Screening assay 

To have a preliminary test of inhibition ability of each drug, a screening assay was 

performed. 50 μL reaction solutions with 40 nM of PLPro and 400 μM of each drug 

(deubiquitinase inhibitors and cysteine protease inhibitors) were preincubated in PLPro 

assay buffer (20 mM Tris, 300 mM NaCl, pH 7.5) with 4 mM DTT in 37 °C for 30 min. 

It was then mixed with 50 μL solutions with 100 μM of Z-LRGG-AMC. The final assay 

solution had 200 μM of each compound, 20 nM PLPro, 2 mM DTT and 50 μM Z-LRGG-

AMC. The fluorescence of AMC that was generated as a result of PLPro enzymatic activity 

was recorded in a plate reader using 380 nm as the excitation wavelength and 440 nm as 

the emission wavelength. The initial slope of the fluorescence-vs-time graph for each drug 

was analyzed by calculating the slope of the 0–10 min curve. The calculation was done by 

using linear regression analysis in GraphPad 9.0. 
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The inhibition assay was performed in the same way as the screening assay except 

a series of inhibition concentrations were used. All the reactions were performed in 

triplicates. Reaction rates that were normalized against the rate in the absence of an 

inhibitor were used to determine IC50 values using GraphPad 9.0. 

Results and Discussion 

PLPro is a cysteine protease with a classical Cys-His-Asp catalytic triad (Cys111, 

His272 and Asp286). It is responsible for processing three cleavage sites in the viral 

polypeptides pp1a and pp1ab to release nsp1, nsp2, and nsp3. Besides this function, PLPro 

has also deubiquitinase and deISGylase activities to help SARS-CoV-2 evade host 

immune responses.57, 89, 94 Due to its both general protease and deubiquitinase nature, we 

screened existing deubiquitinase and cysteine protease inhibitors on their inhibition of 

PLPro. To express PLPro for experimental characterization of existing deubiquitinase and 

cysteine protease inhibitors, we constructed a PLPro vector for expression in E. coli (Figure 

13A). In this construct, PLPro was fused to the C terminus of superfolder green fluorescent 

protein (sfGFP) that is known to stabilize a fused partner.95 A 6×His tag was added to the 

N terminus of sfGFP for affinity purification using Ni-NTA resins. A TEV cleavage site 

was inserted between sfGFP and PLPro for the proteolytic removal of PLPro from sfGFP by 

TEV protease. During the purification and treatment of the sfGFP-PLPro fusion, we noticed 

that the cleaved PLPro quickly aggregates. Therefore, for long term storage of PLPro, we 

have chosen to save and use sfGFP-PLPro instead of PLPro for all our assays. In 
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Figure 13 (A) The sfGFP-PLPro fusion protein whose expression in E. coli has been 

tested. (B) Two PLPro substrates and their catalytic release of AMC. (C) The catalytic 

release of AMC at various concentrations of Ub-AMC by 20 nM PLPro. (D) The 

catalytic release of AMC at various concentrations of Z-LRGG-AMC by 20 nM 

PLPro. (E) The catalytic release of AMC at 50 μM LRGG-AMC by 20 nM PLPro in 

the presence of various concentrations of DMSO. Reprinted with permission from 

reference 81. 

 

order to test catalytic activities of PLPro, we synthesized a fluorogenic protein substrate 

Ub-AMC (AMC: 7-amino-4-methylcoumarin) using our recently developed activated 

cysteine-directed protein ligation technique and purchased a fluorogenic peptide substrate 

Z-LRGG-AMC (Figure 13B).93 The hydrolysis of Ub-AMC and Z-LRGG-AMC releases 

AMC whose strong blue fluorescence can be detected by a fluorometer or a fluorescent 

plate reader. To obtain an optimal assay condition for inhibitor characterizations, both Ub-

AMC and Z-LRGG-AMC are titrated at 20 nM PLPro (Figure 13C and 13D). Based on the 

product formation curves, we deemed that 5 μM Ub-AMC and 50 μM Z-LRGG-AMC 

provide easily detectable linear production formation within 
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Figure 14 Structures of 33 selected deubiquitinase inhibitors. Reprinted with 

permission from reference 81. 
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600 s and therefore used these two conditions in our inhibitor characterization assays. We 

have also characterized the influence of DMSO to the PLPro catalysis since most 

commercial small molecules are provided as 10 mM DMSO stocks. The stability of PLPro 

in the presence of DMSO restricts the highest drug concentration we can test. We titrated 

DMSO from 0.1% to 20% (Figure 13E). It showed that PLPro had slightly reduced activity 

at 2% DMSO and this inhibition trend by DMSO increases with the DMSO concentration. 

Considering that most of commercial small molecules are provided as 10 mM DMSO 

stocks, their concentrations will be 200 μM when they are diluted by 50-fold leading to 

2% DMSO in the final assay conditions. At 2% DMSO, PLPro remains almost 100% active 

and is good for quantifying drug inhibition effects. We initiated our search of PLPro 

inhibitors by testing 31 deubiquitinase inhibitors (Figure 14) and 37 cysteine protease 

inhibitors (Figure 15) that we purchased from MedChemExpress. These molecules were 

provided as 10 mM stocks in DMSO without further purification. Two additional 

deubiquitinase inhibitors C527 and VLX1570 were acquired from Cayman Scientific 

(Figure 14). In an initial screening assay, all acquired small molecules were analyzed at a 

200 μM final concentration. In this assay, an inhibitor (400 μM) was incubated with 40 

nM PLPro, 4 mM DTT, and 4% DMSO in a reaction buffer containing 20 mM Tris and 

300 mM NaCl at pH 7.5 for 30 min. 50 μL of this incubation solution was then mixed with 

an equal volume of a substrate solution containing 100 μM Z-LRGG-AMC in the reaction 

buffer to initiate the catalytic release of AMC. The AMC fluorescence (Ex380/Em440) 

was recorded in a plate reader and the linear slope within the first 10 min was calculated  
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Figure 15 Structures of 37 selected cysteine protease inhibitors. Reprinted with 

permission from reference 81. 
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as the initial product formation rate. Among the deubiquitinase inhibitors at 200 μM, 

GRL0617 and TCID inhibited PLPro activity almost completely, PR-619 and ML364 had 

significant quenching effects leading to negative signals detected for the two compounds, 

and SJB2-043, P22077, LDN-57444, HBX19818, NSC632839, P005091, GSK2643943 

A and SJB3-019 A inhibited PLPro partially but at significant levels (Figure 16A). In 

contrast, among 37 cysteine protease inhibitors, only S130 displayed strong inhibition of 

PLPro at the 200 μM level (Figure 16B and Table 2). The weak PLPro inhibition by most 

cysteine protease inhibitors is likely due to a much shallower active site in PLPro compared 

to other cysteine proteases. 

 

For 16 small molecules that exhibited significant inhibition of PLPro at the 200 μM 

level (PR-619 and ML364 were selected as well), we further characterized their IC50 

values. For IC50 characterization, AMC product formation rates at 20 nM PLPro, 50 μM Z-

LRGG-AMC and varied concentrations of a small molecule were measured in triplicates. 

Data of the AMC product formation rate vs the small molecule concentration were fitted 

nonlinearly to a sigmodal inhibition equation to determine IC50 values for all compounds 

in GraphPad Prism 9. All data are presented in Figure 17. For PR-619 and ML364, we 

adjusted the initial rate by subtracting autofluorescence and adding photobleaching from 

a provided inhibitor. After this adjustment, we noticed that ML364 did not show strong 

concentration-dependent inhibition of PLPro but PR-619 strongly inhibited PLPro at 

concentrations above 1 μM. Among all tested compounds, seven has a determined IC50  
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Figure 16 (A) Initial screening of PLPro inhibition by 33 deubiquitinase inhibitors. 

(B) Initial screening of PLPro inhibition by 37 cysteine protease inhibitors. Reaction 

conditions: 20 nM PLPro, 50 μM Z-LRGG-AMC, 200 μM inhibitor, 20 mM Tris-HCl, 

300 mM NaCl, pH 7.5. Reprinted with permission from reference 81. 
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Figure 17 IC50 characterization for 16 small molecules on their inhibition of PLPro 

using 50 μM LRGG-AMC as a substrate. Experiments at different conditions were 

performed in triplicates. Reprinted with permission from reference 81. 

 

value below 40 μM. These include SJB2-043 (0.56±0.16 μM), GRL0617 (1.37±0.10 

μM), PR-619 (6.1±1.2 μM), TCID (6.42±0.32 μM), SJB3-019 A (8.15±3.59 μM), DUB-

IN-3 (12.5±3.9 μM), and S130 (35.0±1.4 μM); see Table 1. GRL0617, TCID, PR-619 

and S130 fully inhibited PLPro at 200 μM. SJB2-043, SJB3-019a and DUB-IN-3 achieved 

only partial inhibition of PLPro at 200 μM. GRL0617 is a naphthalene-based compound 

that was previously shown as a non-covalent inhibitor of PLPro from SARS-CoV with no 

significant inhibition of host proteases.61, 96 PLPro proteins from SARS-CoV and SARS-
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CoV-2 share 83% sequence identity and have a very high level of sequence and structural 

similarity in their substrate binding pockets.57, 61, 92, 97 Recent studies have showed that 

GRL0617 can effectively inhibit PLPro of SARS-CoV-2.89, 97, 98 In line with these recent 

studies, our results show that GRL0617 is effective at inhibiting PLPro from SARS-CoV-

2 (IC50: 1.4 μM). Given its strong potency and relatively small size, structure-activity 

relationship studies of GRL0617 will likely lead to more potent PLPro inhibitors with high 

antiviral activities. TCID is an inhibitor for ubiquitin C-terminal hydrolase L3 with a 

reported IC50 of 0.6 μM.99 TCID has two ketones that are conjugated to a highly electron 

withdrawing tetrachlorobenzene. Both ketones are highly prone to hydration and reaction 

with nucleophiliccysteine residue in PLPro. It is likely that it interacts with PLPro 

covalently. A structural investigation of its complex with PLPro will serve as a starting 

point for the development of more potent inhibitors. PR619 is a reversible and cell-

permeable inhibitor that broadly inhibits deubiquitinases.100 The propensity of exchanging 

the cyano group with a protein thiolate makes PR619 likely to target cysteine proteases 

broadly. How exactly PR619 inactivates PLPro needs to be investigated further. S130 is an 

inhibitor that was originally discovered as an ATG4B inhibitor.101 ATG4B functions 

similar to a deubiquitinase and hydrolyzes the preprotein of ATG8. Since mutating the 

catalytic cysteine in ATG4B does not significantly affect the binding of S130 to ATG4B, 

S130 likely interacts with ATG4B noncovalently. A similar mechanism to inhibit PLPro is 

also expected. S130 has a large aromatic moiety in which four rings are conjugated. It will 

be interesting to see how this extended large aromatic moiety interacts with PLPro to 

achieve strong binding. SJB2-043, SJB3-019a and DUB-IN-3 are three molecules that 
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inhibit PLPro only partially at 200 μM. SJB2-043 and SJB3-019a are two structurally 

similar compounds that inhibit USP1.102 Both have two quinone oxygens that potentially 

interact with nucleophilic residues in PLPro. Since both molecules did not inhibit PLPro 

completely but displayed clearly measurable IC50 values, they likely bind to an allosteric 

site of PLPro. Further investigations of these two molecules in their mechanisms of 

inhibiting PLPro will likely reveal novel targeting sites for the development of PLPro 

inhibitors. SJB2-043 has the lowest IC50 value among all tested small molecules, 

indicating very strong binding to PLPro. A potential application of this strong binding is to 

use it to develop a proteasome targeting chimera for PLPro. This is a direction that we are 

actively exploring. DUB-IN-3 is a USP8 inhibitor that has two nitrile groups conjugated 

to a diazine.103 The electron deficient nature of the diazine makes the two nitriles reactive 

toward nucleophilic residues in PLPro. It is possible that one of these two nitriles will hit 

on the catalytic cysteine in PLpro to form a reversible covalent complex. The low Hill 

coefficient of the DUB-IN-3 inhibition curve also indicates a complicated inhibition 

mechanism.  

 

For six deubiquitinase inhibitors that showed high potency in inhibiting PLPro-

catalyzed AMC release from Z-LRGG-AMC, we have also characterized their inhibition 

of PLPro in its hydrolysis of Ub-AMC. Ub-AMC is much larger than Z-LRGG-AMC and  
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Figure 18 IC50 assays for 6 deubiquitinase inhibitors on their inhibition of 20 nM 

PLPro using 5 μM Ub-AMC as substrate. Experiments at different conditions were 

performed in triplicates. Reprinted with permission from reference 81. 

involves a much bigger interface than Z-LRGG-AMC to interact with PLPro. For inhibitors 

that do not directly target the active site, they may display different inhibition 

characteristics when Ub-AMC instead of Z-LRGG-AMC is used as a substrate. We tested 

all six inhibitors in the presence of 20 nM PLPro and 5 μM Ub-AMC (Figure 18). When 5 

μM Ub-AMC was used as a substrate, IC50 values of GRL0617, TCID and PR619 were 

determined as 1.80±0.21, 10.5±2.7 and 12.9±2.4 μM, respectively. These IC50 values are 

higher than but comparable to IC50 values determined when 50 μM Z-LRGG-AMC was 

used as a substrate, indicating that all three inhibitors are likely involved in a similar 

mechanism in inhibiting PLPro. GRL0617 is known to bind the PLPro active site. It is highly 

likely that TCID and PR619 bind to the PLPro active site as well. When Ub-AMC was used 

as a substrate, SJB2-043 had a determined IC50 value of 0.091±0.024 μM. This IC50 value 
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is much lower than the determined IC50 value when Z-LRGG-AMC was used as a 

substrate. Similar to the observed pattern when Z-LRGG-AMC was used as a substrate, 

SJB2-043 did not inhibit PLpro completely. It is obvious that SJB2-043 behaves very 

differently from GRL0617, TCID and PR619. It binds likely to an allosteric site of PLPro. 

This allosteric binding influences apparently the catalytic hydrolysis of Ub-AMC more 

than Z-LRGG-AMC. This observation is possibly attributed to the much larger binding 

interface of Ub-AMC that responds more sensitively to the PLPro structural perturbation. 

When Ub-AMC was used as a substrate, SBJ3-019a displayed an inhibition curve that is 

more complicated than that from SBJ2-043. It showed two inhibition stages with the first 

leading to partial inhibition and the second continuously inhibiting PLPro without reaching 

its inhibition plateau at the highest concentration we tested. Since it could not be fitted to 

a simple inhibition mechanism, we did not calculate its IC50 value. When Ub-AMC was 

used as a substrate, DUB-IN-3 displayed a simple inhibition curve that did not reach its 

plateau at the highest inhibitor concentration. Its estimated IC50 value was above 10 μM 

and similar to the IC50 value determined when Z-LRGG-AMC was used as a substrate. 

This similarity indicates that DUB-IN-3 likely binds to the PLPro active site to achieve its 

inhibition of PLPro. To understand how some inhibitors interact with PLPro, we conducted 

molecular docking using AutoDock Vina. As a starting point for docking, we used the 

crystal structure of PLPro bound with GRL0617 (PDB ID: 7CMD).[16a,17] GRL0617 and 

water molecules were removed from the active site to prepare PLPro for the docking 

analysis. To simplify our analysis, we limited docking around the active site. A binding 

pocket was defined based on the known residues of the S3/S4 binding pocket site of PLPro.  
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Figure 19 The top binding modes of the selected compounds along with their 

corresponding interactions within the active site of PLPro. Reprinted with permission 

from reference 81. 
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3D Conformers of selected compounds were generated using OpenBabel. We validated 

the docking protocol by conducting re-docking of GRL0617. Our docking results 

suggested a very similar binding mode of GRL0617 with PLPro as shown in the co-crystal 

structure (Figure 7A). GRL0617 formed two hydrogen bonds between its amides and PLPro 

residues Asp164 and Tyr268 and one hydrogen bond between its oxygen atom and 

Gln269. In addition, the naphthalene group of GRL0617 forms hydrophobic interactions 

with aromatic residues Tyr264 and Tyr268. Other inhibitors ML364, LDN-57444, TCID 

and DUB-IN-3 were also docked against PLPro. The protein-ligand interactions and their 

detailed binding modes were illustrated in Figure 19. In the docked model, ML364 forms 

a hydrogen bond with Asp164 and three hydrogen bonds with Arg166 (Figure 19B). LDN-

57444, TCID, and DUB-IN-3 make hydrogen bonds with Tyr268, Tyr264, and Arg166, 

respectively (Figure 19C E). There is no strong correlation between calculated binding 

energies and determined IC50 values. This discrepancy may be explained by limited factors 

involved in the calculation that would lead to missing some of the potentially important 

interactions. Other contributing factors include potential covalent interactions with the 

enzyme. Further crystallographic investigation will provide critical insights on how these 

molecules inhibit PLpro. 

 

Conclusion 

Since 2003, there have been three coronavirus disease outbreaks. Many researchers 

have predicted that additional coronavirus diseases will emerge with higher frequency. 

For both combating the current pandemic and preparing to contain future coronavirus 
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disease outbreaks, it is imperative to develop small molecule antivirals that may be applied 

generally to inhibit coronaviruses. Due to the highly conserved sequences among 

coronaviruses, PLPro is an attractive drug target for developing broad-spectrum antivirals. 

In this study, we experimentally characterized 33 deubiquitinase inhibitors and 37 cysteine 

protease inhibitors on their inhibition of PLPro from SARS-CoV-2. From this study, we 

identified seven molecules that potently inhibit PLPro with an IC50 value below 40 μM 

when Z-LRGG-AMC was used a substrate. Five inhibitors GRL0617, SJB2-043, TCID, 

SJB3-019 A, and PR-619 have an IC50 value below 10 μM. Interestingly, SBJ2-043 only 

partially inhibits PLPro but has an outstanding IC50 value of 0.56 μM. When Ub-AMC was 

used as a substrate, an even lower IC50 value of 0.091 μM was determined. SJB2-043 binds 

likely to an allosteric site of PLPro to exert its inhibition effect. As a pilot study, the current 

work indicates that drug repurposing for COVID-19 by targeting PLPro holds promises but 

in-depth investigation of these inhibitors in their mechanisms of action is necessary for 

the development of more potent PLPro inhibitors based on them. 
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Table 1 IC50 values of identified deubiquitinase inhibitors against PLPro. Reprinted 

with permission from reference 81. 

Name IC50 (μM)[a] IC50 (μM)[b] 

FT671 n.d. n.d. 

GNE-6776 n.d. n.d. 

GRL0617 1.37±0.10 1.80±0.21 

SJB2-043 0.56±0.16 0.091±0.024 

P22077 >100 n.d. 

FT827 n.d. n.d. 

LDN-57444 >100 n.d. 

HBX19818 >100 n.d. 

TCID 6.42±0.32 10.5±2.7 

IU1-47 n.d. n.d. 

NSC63283 >100 n.d. 

MF-094 n.d. n.d. 

USP25/28 inhibitor AZ1 n.d. n.d. 

6-Thioguanine n.d. n.d. 

P005091 >100 n.d. 

USP7/USP47 inhibitor n.d. n.d. 

DUB-IN-1 >100 n.d. 

GSK2643943A >100 n.d. 

DUB-IN-2 >100 n.d. 
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Table1 continued  

Name IC50 (μM)[a] IC50 (μM)[b] 

SJB3-019A 8.15±3.59 n.d. 

DUB-IN-3 12.5±3.9 >10 

USP7-IN-1 n.d. n.d. 

EOAI3402143 n.d. n.d. 

IU1 n.d. n.d. 

BAY 11-7082 n.d. n.d. 

PR-619 6.1±1.2 12.9±2.4 

ML-323 n.d. n.d. 

ML364 n.d. n.d. 

GNE-6640 n.d. n.d. 

Degrasyn n.d. n.d. 

b-AP15 n.d. n.d. 

VLX1570 >100 n.d. 

C527 n.d. n.d. 

[a] Determined using Z-LRGG-AMC as a PLPro substrate (n.d.: not determined). [b] 

Determined using Ub-AMC as a PLPro substrate. 
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Table 2 IC50 values of identified cysteine protease inhibitors against PLPro. Reprinted 

with permission from reference 81. 

 

Name IC50 (μM)[a] 

NSC18058 n.d. 

Leupeptin n.d. 

HY-17541 A n.d. 

HY-17541 n.d. 

PMSF n.d. 

EP1013 n.d. 

S130 35.0±1.4 

Petesicatib n.d. 

Tauroursodeoxycholate n.d. 

Emricasan n.d. 

N-Ethylmaleimide n.d. 

CA-074 n.d. 

CA-074 methyl ester n.d. 

Z-VAD(OMe)-FMK n.d. 

Aloxistatin n.d. 

Q-VD-OPh n.d. 

H-Arg-4MβNA n.d. 

LY 3000328 n.d. 

BOC-D-FMK n.d. 
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Table 2 continued 

Name IC50 (μM)[a] 

Z-DEVD-FMK n.d. 

E-64 n.d. 

Balicatib n.d. 

Odanacatib n.d. 

Belnacasan n.d. 

Calpetin n.d. 

E 64c n.d. 

3-Epiursolic Acid n.d. 

MDL-28170 n.d. 

Chelidonic acid n.d. 

MG-101 n.d. 

Z-VAD-FMK n.d. 

OT-82 n.d. 

IKarisoside A n.d. 

Wedelolactone n.d. 

Phenoxodiol n.d. 

2-Cyanopyrimidine n.d. 

Z-WEHD-FMKL n.d. 

[a] n.d.: not determined. 
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CHAPTER IV * 

CELLULAR ACTIVITIES OF SARS-COV-2 MAIN PROTEASE INHIBITORS 

REVEAL THEIR UNIQUE CHARACTERISTICS 

This chapter is reprinted with permission of Wenyue Cao, Chia-Chuan Dean Cho, Zhi 

Zachary Geng, Namir Shaabani, Xinyu R. Ma, Erol C. Vatansever, Yugendar R. 

Alugubelli, Yuying Ma, Sankar P. Chaki, William H. Ellenburg, Kai S. Yang, Yuchen 

Qiao, Robert Allen, Benjamin W. Neuman, Henry Ji, Shiqing Xu, and Wenshe Ray Liu 

American Chemistry Science Central Science 2022, 8 (2), 192–204. DOI 

10.1021/acscentsci.1c00910. Copyright 2022 The Authors.104 

(https://pubs.acs.org/doi/full/10.1021/acscentsci.1c00910) 

Introduction 

COVID-19 has paralyzed much of the world. As of December 9, 2021, the total 

confirmed infections have reached above 267 million, and the total death toll has exceeded 

5.2 million worldwide.105 With vaccines available for COVID-19, many countries have 

been conducting immunization campaigns hoping that herd immunity will be achieved 

when the majority of the population is vaccinated.106 Current COVID-19 vaccines are 

targeting the Spike protein of SARS-CoV-2, the pathogen of COVID-19.52 Spike is a  
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 Figure 20 Life cycle of SARS-CoV-2 and two assays for MPro-targeting antivirals. 

(A) Cartoon diagram illustrating the life cycle of SARS-CoV-2. Seven sequential 

steps are labeled in blue. Proteins that are labeled in pink are targets for the 

development of antivirals. TMPRSS2, CtsL, and furin are three host proteases that 

prime Spike for viral entry and new virion packaging. ACE2, angiotensin-converting 

enzyme 2; RdRp, RNA-dependent RNA polymerase. (B) Antiviral assay based on the 

inhibition of virus-induced CPE and cell death. (C) Antiviral assay based on the 

inhibition of MPro-induced apoptosis in host cells and the fluorescence of the 

expressed MPro-eGFP fusion protein. Reprinted with permission from reference 104. 
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weakly conserved protein in a highly mutable RNA virus. Although SARS-CoV-2 shares 

overall 82% genome sequence identity with SARS-CoV, Spike has only 76% protein 

sequence identity shared between two origins.107 The highly mutable nature of Spike has 

also been corroborated by the continuous identification of new SARS-CoV-2 variants with 

Spike mutations.108 The most notable are Alpha, Beta, Delta, and Omicron variants. 

Accumulated evidence has shown an attenuated activity of approved vaccines against 

some new SARS-CoV-2 variants.109 Booster vaccines might be developed for new virus 

variants. However, the situation will likely turn into an incessant race between viral 

mutation and vaccine development. The focus on vaccine development that is preventative 

toward COVID-19 has largely obscured the development of targeted therapeutics that are 

needed for treating patients with severe symptoms. By targeting a conserved gene in 

SARS-CoV-2, a small-molecule antiviral will likely be more successful than a vaccine in 

both prevention and treatment since it is generally easier to manufacture, store, deliver, 

and administer a small-molecule antiviral than a vaccine. 

 

One demonstrated drug target in SARS-CoV-2 is its main protease (MPro).68, 110 

Unlike Spike that is highly mutable, MPro is highly conserved. Its 96% protein sequence 

identity shared between SARS-CoV and SARS-CoV-2 is much higher than the overall 

82% genome sequence identity shared between the two viruses.52 Much work has also 

been done in the development of MPro inhibitors.111, 112 A strategy that most researchers 

have been following in the development of MPro inhibitors is to synthesize an inhibitor, 

test its enzymatic inhibition, and then carry out its structural and antiviral analysis to obtain 
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information for next-round optimization. For most medicinal chemists, the bottleneck in 

this drug discovery process is the antiviral assay that requires the use of a BSL3 facility 

and is often not accessible. The antiviral assay itself may also lead to misleading results 

about the real mechanism of an inhibitor. The life cycle of SARS-CoV-2 (Figure 20A) 

requires a number of proteases that are from either the host or the virus itself. It has been 

shown that transmembrane protease serine 2 (TMPRSS2) can prime Spike for interactions 

with the human cell host receptor ACE2 during the virus entry process.113 Cathepsin L 

(CtsL) also potentiates the membrane fusion between SARS-CoV-2 with the endosome in 

infected cells.114 It has also been suggested that other cathepsins such as cathepsin B 

(CtsB) serve a role in the SARS-CoV-2 entry.115 After the SARS-CoV-2 genomic RNA is 

released into the host cytosol, it is translated by the host ribosome to form two large 

polypeptides, pp1a and pp1ab. The processing of pp1a and pp1ab to 16 nonstructural 

proteins (nsps) requires proteolytic functions of two internal protease fragments, nsp3 and 

nsp5 that are also called papain-like protease (PLPro) and main protease (MPro), 

respectively. Some nsps package into an RNA replicase complex that replicates both 

genomic and subgenomic RNAs. The translation of subgenomic RNAs leads to essential 

structural proteins for packaging new virions. Furin is a host protease that can hydrolyze 

Spike to prime it for new virion packaging and release.116 Based on our current 

understanding of SARS-CoV-2 pathogenesis and replication, there are at least three host 

and two viral proteases serving critical roles in the SARS-CoV-2 life cycle. Inhibition of 

any of these enzymes will potentially cause a strong antiviral effect. The catalytic 

similarity between these enzymes makes it possible that a developed inhibitor is 
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unselective toward these enzymes. MPro, PLPro, CtsB, and CtsL are cysteine proteases with 

a similar catalytic mechanism. TMPRSS2 and furin are serine proteases. Although serine 

proteases are mechanistically different from cysteine proteases, many currently developed 

MPro inhibitors have covalent warheads such as aldehyde and ketone that are prone to form 

covalent adducts with TMPRSS2 and furin as well.69, 117 All of these proteases are also 

localized in different parts of the host cell. Their inhibition requires different 

characteristics in inhibitors such as cellular permeability and pH sensitivity. A simple 

antiviral assay for an inhibitor will likely lead to a positive result that is not from the 

inhibition of MPro and therefore causes a misunderstanding that can be detrimental to 

further rounds of lead optimization. Therefore, an assay system that directly reflects MPro 

inhibition in the host cell is critical for both the assessment and optimization of MPro 

inhibitors. In the current work, we describe such a system and its application in the 

evaluation of a number of developed and repurposed MPro inhibitors. 

Material and Methods 

Chemicals, Reagents, and Cell Lines from Commercial Providers. 

We purchased HEK293T/17 cells from ATCC; DMEM with high glucose with 

GlutaMAX supplement, fetal bovine serum, 0.25% trypsin-EDTA, phenol red, 

puromycin, Lipofectamine 3000, and dimethyl sulfoxide from Thermo Fisher Scientific; 

linear polyethylenimine MW 25000 from Polysciences; RealTime-Glo annexin V 

apoptosis and a necrosis assay kit from Promega; an EndoFree plasmid DNA midi kit from 
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Omega Biotek; antimycin a from Sigma-Aldrich; GC376 from Selleck Chem; boceprevir, 

calpeptin, MG-132, telaprevir, and carmofur from MedChemExpress; ebselen from TCI; 

calpain inhibitors II and XII from Santa Cruz Biotechnology; MG-115 From Abcam; 

tideglusib, disulfiram, and PX-12 from Cayman Chemical; chloroquine diphosphate from 

Alfa Aesar; hydroxychloroquine sulfate from Acros Organics; and a fluorogenic MPro 

substrate DABCYL-Lys-Thr-Ser-Ala-Val-Leu-Gln-Ser-Gly-Phe-Arg-Lys-Met-Glu-

EDANS termed as Sub3 from Bachem. K777 was a gift from Prof. Thomas Meek at Texas 

A&M University. The syntheses of MPI1−9 and 11a were shown in a previous 

publication.69 

 

Plasmid Construction.  

We amplified MPro with an N-terminal KTSAVLQ sequence using primers FRET-

MPro-for and FRET-MPro-rev (Table 5) and cloned it into the pECFP-18aa-EYFP plasmid 

(Addgene, 109330) between XhoI and HindIII restriction sites to afford pECFP-MPro-

EYFP. To construct pLVX-MPro-eGFP-1, we amplified MPro with an N-terminal 

methionine using primers XbaI-MPro-f and MPro-HindIII-r (Table 5) and eGFP using 

primers HindIII-eGFP-f and eGFP-NotI-r. We digested the MPro fragment using XbaI and 

HindIII-HF restriction enzymes and the eGFP fragment using HindIII-HF and NotI 

restriction enzymes. We ligated the two digested fragments together with the pLVX-EF1a-

IRES-Puro vector (Takara Bio 631988) that was digested at XbaI and NotI restriction sites. 

To facilitate the ligation of three fragments, we used a ratio of MPro, eGFP, and pLVX-

EF1a-IRES-Puro digested products of 3:3:1. We constructed pLVX-MPro-eGFP-2 in the 
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same way as pLVX-MPro-eGFP-1 except that we amplified the MPro fragment using 

primers XbaI-Cut-Mpro-f and MPro-HindIII-r (Table 5). XbaI-Cut-MPro-f encodes an 

MKTSAVLQ sequence for its integration to the MPro N-terminus. To construct pLVX-

MPro(C145S)-eGFP, two primers MPro-C145S-f and MPro-C145S-r (Table 5) were used to 

carry out a site-directed mutagenesis of pLVX-MPro-eGFP. All plasmids were sequence 

confirmed by Sanger sequencing. 

 

Transfection and MPI8 Inhibition Tests Using pECFP-MPro-EYFP. 

We grew 293T cells to 60% confluency and then transfected them with pECFP-

MPro-EYFP using Lipofectamine 3000. We added 10 μM MPI8 at the same time of 

transfection. After 72 h of incubation, cells were collected and analyzed by a flow 

cytometer as well as fluorescence microscopy. In order to obtain high-definition images, 

poly-D-lysine-coated glass bottom plates from Mattek were used for microimaging. 

 

Transfection and Inhibition Tests Using pLVX-MPro-eGFP-1 and pLVX-MPro-eGFP-

2. 

We grew 293T cells to 60% confluency and transfected them with pLVX-MPro-

eGFP-1 or pLVX-MPro-eGFP-2 using Lipofectamine 3000. We added different 

concentrations of MPI8 from the nM to μM level at the same time of transfection. After 

72 h of incubation, we analyzed the transfected 293T cells using flow cytometry to 

determine fluorescent cell numbers and the eGFP fluorescence intensity. 
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Establishment of 293T Cells Stably Expressing MPro-eGFP. 

To establish a 293T cell line that stably expresses MPro-eGFP, we packaged 

lentivirus particles using the pLVX-MPro-eGFP-2 plasmid. Briefly, we transfected 293T 

cells at 90% confluency with three plasmids including pLVX-MPro-eGFP-2, pMD2.G, and 

psPAX2 using 30 mg/mL polyethylenimine. We collected supernatants at 48 and 72 h 

after transfection separately. We concentrated and collected lentiviral particles from 

collected supernatant using ultracentrifugation. We then transduced fresh 293T cells using 

the collected lentivirus particles. After 48 h of transduction, we added puromycin to the 

culture media to a final concentration of 2 μg/mL. We gradually raised the puromycin 

concentration 10 μg/mL in 2 weeks. The final stable cells were maintained in media 

containing 10 μg/mL puromycin. 

 

Apoptosis Analysis. 

We performed the apoptosis analysis of the MPro stable cells and cells transiently 

transfected with the pLVX-MPro-eGFP-2 plasmid using the RealTime-Glo annexin V 

apoptosis and necrosis assay kits from Promega. The cells were maintained in a high 

glucose DMEM medium supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS), plated with a 

cell density of 5×105 cells/mL. We set up five groups of experiments including (1) 

HEK293T/17, (2) HEK293T/17+MPI8 (1 μM), (3) HEK293T/17 cells stably expressing 

MPro-eGFP, (4) HEK 293T/17 cells stably expressing MPro-eGFP+MPI8 (1 μM), and (5) 

HEK 293T/17 or HEK 293T/17 cells stably expressing MPro-eGFP+antimycin A (1 μM). 

Each experiment was repeated 5 times. The assay was performed according to the 
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instructor’s protocol. Chemiluminescence was recorded at 12, 24, 36, 48, 60, and 72 h 

after plating the cells. The luminescence readings were normalized using HEK 293T/17 

as a negative control. 

 

Cellular MPro Inhibition Analysis for 29 Selected Compounds.  

We grew HEK 293T/17 cells in high-glucose DMEM with GlutaMAX supplement 

and 10% fetal bovine serum in 10 cm culture plates under 37 °C and 5% CO2 to ∼80−90% 

and then transfected cells with the pLVX-MPro-eGFP-2 plasmid. For each transfection, we 

used 30 mg/mL polyethylenimine and a total of 8 μg of the plasmid in 500 μL of the opti-

MEM medium. We incubated cells with transfecting reagents overnight. On the second 

day, we removed the medium, washed cells with a PBS buffer, digested them with 0.05% 

trypsin-EDTA, resuspended the cells in the original growth media, adjusted the cell 

density to 5×105 cells/mL, provided 500 μL of suspended cells in the growth media to 

each well of a 48-well plate, and then added 100 μL of a drug solution to the growth media. 

These cells were then incubated under 37 ° C and 5% CO2 for 72 h before their flow 

cytometry analysis. 

 

Data Collection, Processing, and Analysis.  

The cell was incubated with various concentrations of drugs at 37 °C for 3 days. 

After 3 days of incubation, we removed the media and then washed cells with 500 μL of 

PBS to remove dead cells. Cells were then trypsinized and spun down at 800 rpm for 5 

min. We removed the supernatant and suspended the cell pellets in 200 μL of PBS. The 
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fluorescence of each cell sample was collected by a Cytoflex Beckman flow cytometer 

based on the size scatters (SSC-A and SSC-H) and forward scatters (FSC-A). We gated 

cells based on SSC-A and FSC-A and then with SSC-A and SSC-H. The eGFP 

fluorescence was excited by a blue laser (488 nm), and cells were collected at FITC-A 

(525 nm). After collecting the data, we analyzed and transferred the data to csv files 

containing information on each cell sample. We then analyzed these files using a self-

written MATLAB program for massive data processing. We sorted the FITC-A column 

from smallest to largest. A 106 cutoff was set to separate the column into two groups, larger 

as positive and smaller as negative. We integrated the positive group and divided the total 

integrated fluorescence intensity by the total positive cell counts as Flu. Int. shown in all 

graphs. The standard deviation of positive fluorescence was also calculated. It was then 

plotted and fitted nonlinearly with an agonist curve (three parameters) against drug 

concentrations in the program Prism 9 from GraphPad for IC50 determination. 

Kinetic Recharacterization of Chloroquine and Hydroxychloroquine. 

We prepared 10 mM stock solutions of hydroxychloroquine and chloroquine in a 

PBS buffer and carried out IC50 assays for both hydroxychloroquine and chloroquine by 

measuring activities of 50 nM MPro against a concentration range of 0−16 μM 

hydroxychloroquine and chloroquine. Serial dilutions of hydroxychloroquine and 

chloroquine were carried out in the assay buffer by keeping the PBS concentration the 

same. First, 100 nM MPro in the assay buffer (10 mM phosphate, 10 mM NaCl, 0.5 mM 

EDTA, pH 7.6) was treated with 2 times the working concentration of hydroxychloroquine 
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and chloroquine at 37 ° C for 30 min. Then, a 20 μM concentration of the fluorogenic MPro 

substrate Sub3 (prepared from a 1 mM stock solution of the dye in DMSO) in the assay 

buffer was added to the reaction mixture to a final concentration of 10 μM. Immediately 

after the addition of the substrate, we started to monitor the reaction in a BioTek Neo2 

plate reader with an excitation wavelength at 336 nm and emission detection at 490 nm. 

Initial product formation slopes at the first 5 min were calculated by simple linear 

regression, and data were plotted in GraphPad Prism 9.  

 

Synthesis of 5-Chloropyridin-3-yl 1 H -Indole-7-carboxylate (10-1).  

To a solution of 5-chloropyridin-3-ol (1 mmol, 130 mg) and 1H-indole-7-

carboxylic acid in anhydrous dichloromethane (DCM), we added DMAP (0.1 mmol, 12 

mg) and EDC (1.2 mmol, 230 mg). The resulting solution was stirred at room temperature 

overnight. Then, the reaction mixture was evaporated in vacuo, and the residue was 

purified with flash chromatography to afford 10-1 as a white solid (210 mg, 77%). 1H 

NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ 11.34 (s, 1H), 8.65 (dd, J = 10.8, 2.2 Hz, 2H), 8.19 (t, J 

=2.2 Hz, 1H), 8.03−7.92 (m, 2H), 7.47 (t, J = 2.9 Hz, 1H), 7.23 (t, J = 7.7 Hz, 1H), 6.65 

(dd, J=3.1, 1.9 Hz, 1H). 13C NMR (101 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ 164.7, 147.9, 146.1, 143.0, 

134.9, 131.2, 131.0, 130.2, 128.0, 127.9, 125.3, 119.2, 111.3, 102.5. ESI-HRMS: calcd 

for C14H10ClN2O2
+, 273.0425; found, 273.0420. 
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Synthesis of 5-Chloropyridin-3-yl 1 H -Indole-4-carboxylate (10-2).  

To a solution of 5-chloropyridin-3-ol (1mmol, 130 mg) and 1H-indole-4-

carboxylic acid in anhydrous DCM, we added DMAP (0.1 mmol, 12 mg) and EDC (1.2 

mmol, 230 mg). The resulting solution was stirred at room temperature overnight. Then, 

the reaction mixture was evaporated in vacuo, and the residue was puri fi ed with flash 

chromatography to afford 10-2 as a white solid (220 mg, 80%). 1H NMR (400 MHz, 

CDCl3 ): δ 8.72 (s, 1H), 8.53 (dd, J=7.2, 2.2 Hz, 2H), 8.10 (dd, J=7.5, 0.9 Hz, 1H), 7.75 

(t, J=2.2 Hz, 1 H), 7.71 (dt, J = 8.1, 1.0 Hz, 1H), 7.43 (t, J = 2.9 Hz, 1H), 7.32 (t, J=7.8 

Hz, 1H), 7.23 (ddd, J=3.2, 2.1, 0.9 Hz, 1H).13C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3): δ 165.0, 147.8, 

145.7, 141.7, 136.7, 131.9, 130.0, 128.0, 127.2, 124.6, 121.3, 119.3, 117.4, 103.8. ESI-

HRMS: calcd for C14H10ClN2O2
+, 273.0425; found, 273.0420. 

 

Synthesis of 5-Chloropyridin-3-yl 1H-Indole-3-carboxylate (10-3).  

To a solution of 5-chloropyridin-3-ol (1 mmol, 130 mg) and 1H-indole-3-

carboxylic acid in anhydrous DCM, we added DMAP (0.1 mmol, 12 mg) and EDC (1.2 

mmol, 230 mg). The resulting solution was stirred at room temperature overnight. Then, 

the reaction mixture was evaporated in vacuo, and the residue was puri fi ed with flash 

chromatography to afford 10-3 as a white solid (190 mg, 69%). 1H NMR (400 MHz, 

DMSO-d6): δ 12.27 (s, 1H), 8.58 (dd, J=2.3, 1.0 Hz, 2 H), 8.40 (s, 1H), 8.08 (t, J = 2.2 Hz, 

1H), 8.06−8.00 (m, 1H), 7.60−7.51 (m, 1H), 7.31−7.22 (m, 2H). 13C NMR (101 MHz, 

DMSO-d6): δ 162.3, 148.0, 145.6, 142.8, 137.0, 135.1, 131.2, 130.8, 126.2, 123.4, 122.4, 

120.8, 113.2, 104.8. ESI-HRMS: calcd for C14H10ClN2O2
+, 273.0425; found, 273.0420. 
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Kinetic Characterization of 10-1, 10-2, and 10-3 in Inhibiting MPro. 

We performed MPro inhibition assays of 10-1, 10-2, and 10-3 according to the same 

procedure used for the kinetic characterization of hydroxychloroquine and chloroquine. 

 

Characterization of the Cellular Potency of MPI1−9, GC376, 11a, 10-1, 10-2, and 10-

3 in the presence of CP-100356. 

All cellular MPro inhibition assays for these 14 compounds were repeated with the 

addition of CP-100356 in DMSO to a final concentration of 0.5 μM. The overall assay 

process and analysis were identical to the assays without CP-100356. Plaque Reduction 

Neutralization Tests of SARS-CoV-2 by MPI5−8. We seeded 18× 103 Vero cells per well 

in flat-bottom 96-well plates in a total volume of 200 μL of a culturing medium 

(DMEM+10% FBS+glutamine) and incubated cells overnight at 37 °C and under 5% CO2. 

The next day, we titrated compounds in separate round-bottom 96-well plates using the 

culturing medium. We then discarded the original medium used for cell culturing and 

replaced it with 50 μL of compound-containing media from round-bottom plates. We 

incubated cells for 2 h at 36 °C and under 5% CO2. After incubation, we added 1000 

PFU/50 μL of SARS-COV-2 (USA-WA1/2020) to each well and incubated the plate at 36 

°C and under 5% CO2 for 1 h. After incubation, we added 100 μL of overlay (1:1 of 2% 

methylcellulose and the culture medium) to each well. We incubated plates for 3 days at 

36 °C and under 5% CO2. Staining was performed by discarding the supernatant, fixing 

the plates with 4% paraformaldehyde in the PBS buffer for 30 min, and staining with 

crystal violet. Plaques were then counted. 
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Results and Discussion 

 

The Rationale and the Establishment of a Cellular MPro Inhibition Assay for MPI8.  

A typical antiviral assay for SARS-CoV-2 is its induced strong cytopathogenic effect 

(CPE) in host cells that can be quantified by counting viral plaques (Figure 20B). An MPro 

inhibitor with high cellular potency will suppress this virus-induced CPE and therefore 

lead to host cell survival. A good cellular MPro inhibition assay will need to provide results 

similar to this CPE suppression process. Our original design for a cellular MPro inhibition 

assay was to express MPro in host cells that is fused with an N-terminal cyan fluorescent 

protein (CFP) and a C-terminal yellow fluorescent protein (YFP) and characterize the 

inhibition of autocleavage of this fusion protein in the presence of an inhibitor. MPro 

natively cuts off its fused protein at the C-terminus. We put an MPro digestion site between 

CFP and MPro as well. CFP and YFP form a Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) 

pair.118 Without an inhibitor, both CFP and YFP will be cleaved from the fusion protein 

in host cells, which leads to no FRET signal. In the presence of a potent inhibitor, the 

fusion protein will be intact and emit strong FRET signals. However, transfection of 293T 

cells with pECFP-MPro-EYFP (Figure 33), a plasmid containing a gene coding the CFP-

MPro-YFP fusion protein led to the death of most transfected cells (Figure 34). Repeating 

this transfection process all led to the exact same result. It is evident that MPro can exert 

acute toxicity to its human cell host. The same observation has been made by others and 

used to develop assays as well.66 MPI8 is an MPro inhibitor that our lab developed 

previously.69 Antiviral analysis indicated that MPI8 has potency to totally suppress SARS-
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CoV-2-induced CPE in ACE2+ A549 cells at 0.2 μM. Given its approved antiviral 

potency, we used MPI8 as a positive control molecule for the analysis of cellular MPro 

inhibition. To alleviate the toxicity that was induced by the expression of CFP-MPro-YFP, 

we cultured 293T cells that were transfected with pECFP-MPro-EYFP in media containing 

10 μM MPI8. The presence of MPI8 reduced death of transfected cells sharply. 

Interestingly, the overall expressed fusion protein was also significantly improved, 

showing much enhanced, directly detected yellow fluorescence from YFP (Figure 34). 

This positive correlation between the expression of CFP-MPro-YFP and the survival of 

transfected cells is likely due to the shutting-down of translation by active MPro. Since the 

measurement of a cell survival-correlated fluorescence increase in the presence of an 

inhibitor is much simpler than the FRET characterization, we decided to adopt this new 

way to analyze the cellular potency of MPro inhibitors. To explore whether MPro expression 

is correlated to the death of SARS-CoV-2-infected cells, we used SARS-CoV-2 

WA1/2020 to infect both Vero E6 and ACE2+A549 cells; a strong CPE was observed 12 

h after infection, which correlated with strong MPro expression detected by Western blot 

(Figure 35). Since a FRET system is not necessary, we modified our plasmid to express 

an MPro-eGFP fusion protein (Figure 20C) in host cells that can be easily analyzed using 

fluorescent flowcytometry. The expression of MPro-eGFP in host cells will trigger cell 

death that leads to weak fluorescence. This process can be reversed by adding a potent 

inhibitor with cellular activity. In order to use eGFP fluorescence to accurately represent 

expressed MPro, we introduced a Q306G mutation in MPro to abolish its cleavage of the 
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Figure 21 Validation of transiently expressed MPro and its cellular toxicity for the 

analysis of cellular potency of MPro inhibitors. (A) Design of two MPro-eGFP fusions. 

(B) 293T cells transiently transfected with pLVX-MPro-eGFP-2 and grown in the

absence or presence of 10 μM MPI8. (C) 293T cells that were transiently transfected

with pLVX-MPro-eGFP-2 expressed MPro-eGFP correlated with the concentration of

MPI8 in the growth media. (D) Cellular IC50 determination of MPI8. 293T cells were

transfected with pLVX-MPro-eGFP-2 and grown in the presence of different

concentrations of MPI8 for 72 h before their sorting using flow cytometry. The

average fluorescence intensity for cells with FL1-A signal higher than 2 × 106 was

determined and used to plot against the MPI8 concentration. Data were fitted to the

three-parameter dose-dependent inhibition mechanism to determine the cellular

IC50 value. Reprinted with permission from reference 104.

C-terminal eGFP. MPro requires a free N-terminal serine for strong activity. To achieve

this, we built two constructs as shown in Figure 21A and Figure 36. The first construct 

pLVX-MPro-eGFP-1 encodes MPro-eGFP with an N-terminal methionine that relies on host 
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methionine aminopeptidases for its cleavage. The second construct pLVX-MPro-eGFP-2 

encodes MPro-eGFP containing a short N-terminal peptide that has an MPro cleavage site 

at the end for its autocatalytic release. The transfection of 293T cells with two constructs 

showed that pLVX-MPro-eGFP-2 led to more potent toxicity to cells, and this toxicity was 

effectively suppressed when we provided 10 μM MPI8 in the growth media (Figure 21B). 

Therefore, we selected pLVX-MPro-eGFP-2 for all of our following studies. We have 

noticed that 72 h provided optimal fluorescence detection indicating a slow turnover of 

MPro-eGFP. To demonstrate that cellular fluorescence is positively correlated to the 

concentration of the provided MPI8, we transfected 293T cells with pLVX-MPro-eGFP-2, 

grew transfected cells in the presence of four MPI8 concentrations (0, 20, 40, and 160 nM) 

for 72 h, and then sorted cells using fluorescent flow cytometry (Figure 21C). Both the 

number and intensity of fluorescent cells (FL1-A signal, >1×106) were positively 

dependent on the provided MPI8 concentration, indicating the feasibility of using the 

system to characterize the cellular potency of an MPro inhibitor. To demonstrate this 

feasibility, we transiently transfected 293T cells with pLVX-MPro-eGFP-2 and grew 

transfected cells in the presence of a cascade of MPI8 concentrations between 0.001 and 

10 μM. After 72 h, we sorted cells according to their eGFP fluorescence intensity. Cells 

with an FL1-A signal above 1×106 were analyzed. We built a MATLAB script to calculate 

the average eGFP fluorescence intensity of all analyzed cells and plotted the average eGFP 

fluorescence intensity against the MPI8 concentration as shown in Figure 21D. The data 

showed obvious MPI8-induced saturation of MPro-eGFP expression and fit nicely to a 

three-parameter dose-dependent inhibition mechanism in GraphPad Prism9 for IC50 
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determination. The determined cellular IC50 value of MPI8 is 31 nM. To confirm that cell 

survival was from the direct inhibition of M Pro protease activity by MPI8, we constructed 

pLVX-MPro(C145S)-eGFP whose encoded MPro has its active site cysteine mutated to 

serine. Transfecting 293T cells with this construct led to strong MPro(C145S)-eGFP 

expression that was detected by both a fluorescence measurement and Western blot and 

low cell death regardless of whether 1 μM MPI8 was present (Figure 37 and 38). Similarly, 

an MPro-targeting siRNA significantly reduced cellular apoptosis in 293T cells that 

transiently expressed MPro-eGFP (Figure 39). These results confirmed that host cell death 

was due to the protease activity of MPro. To confirm that MPI8 does not inhibit caspases 

that serve functions in apoptosis, we used antimycin A to induce apoptosis in 293T cells 

and cultured treated cells with or without 1 μM MPI8. In both conditions, the detected 

apoptosis levels were not significantly different (Figure 40). Collectively, these results 

Figure 22 Structures of inhibitors that were evaluated in their cellular inhibition of 

MPro. (A) Reversible covalent inhibitors designed for MPro. (B) Investigational 

covalent inhibitors that were developed for other targets. (C) Inhibitors that were 

identified via high-throughput screening. (D) FDA-approved medications that have 

been explored as MPro inhibitors. (E) Diaryl esters that have high potency to inhibit 

MPro. Reprinted with permission from reference 104. 
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confirm that MPI8 directly inhibits the protease activity of MPro in 293T cells to cause 

overall cell survival and overexpression of MPro-eGFP.  

 

Since MPI8 is highly effective in inhibiting MPro in cells, we used it in combination 

with pLVX-MPro-eGFP-2 to make stable 293T cells that continuously expressed MPro-

eGFP. Using this stable cell line, we characterized MPro-induced apoptosis that was 

detected by antiannexin. After we withdrew MPI8 from the growth media, a strong 

apoptotic effect started to show after 24 h and continued to increase (Figure 41). Since 

MPI8 is a reversible covalent inhibitor, the relatively long incubation time for the 

Figure 23 Cellular potency of literature-reported MPro inhibitors. K777 is included 

as a potential MPro inhibitor. Reprinted with permission from reference 104 
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observation of apoptosis is likely due to its slow release from the MPro active site. Due to 

concerns about residual MPI8 and its potential slow release from MPro in stable cells, we 

chose to perform a cellular potency characterization of all MPro inhibitors by performing a 

transient transfection of 293T cells and then growth in the presence of different inhibitor 

concentrations.  

MPI1−7, MPI9, GC376, and 11a. 

MPI8 was one of 9 β -(S-2-oxopyrrolidin-3-yl)alaninal (Opal)-based, reversible 

covalent MPro inhibitors (MPI1−9) that we previously developed (Figure 22A).69 GC376 

is a prodrug that dissociates quickly in water to release its Opal component.119 11a is 

another Opal-based, reversible covalent MPro inhibitor that was developed in 2020.111 All 

11 compounds showed high potency in inhibiting MPro in an enzymatic assay. Besides 

MPI8, we tested the cellular potency of all other 10 Opal inhibitors in their cellular 

inhibition of MPro by following the exact same procedure that we did for MPI8. As shown 

in Figure 23A, all tested Opal inhibitors promoted cell survival and the expression of MPro-

eGFP significantly at 10 μM. However, data collected at different concentrations showed 

that only three inhibitors, MPI5, MPI6, and MPI7, induced the saturation of MPro-eGFP 

expression at or below 10 μM. Determined IC50 values for MPI5, MPI6, and MPI7 are 

0.66, 0.12, and 0.19 μM, respectively (Table 3). Based on the collected data, MPI2−4, 

MPI9, GC376, and 11a have IC50 values higher than 2 μM, and MPI1 has an IC50 value 

higher than 10 μM. 
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Boceprevir, Telaprevir, Calpeptin, MG-132, MG-115, Calpain Inhibitor II, Calpain 

Inhibitor XII, and K777. 

Drug repurposing research has led to the identification of a number of both FDA-

approved and investigational drugs as MPro inhibitors. These include boceprevir, 

telaprevir, and calpain inhibitor XII that have an α-ketoamide moiety; and calpeptin, MG-

132, and calpain inhibitor II that have an aldehyde for covalent interactions with the MPro 

active site cysteine.117, 120, 121 Some of these compounds display potency in inhibiting 

SARS-CoV-2 replication in host cells as well. We proceeded to characterize the cellular 

potency of these inhibitors using our developed cellular assay. K777 is a known CtsL 

inhibitor with high potency in inhibiting SARS-CoV-2 replication in a human cell host.122 

It has a vinylsulfonate moiety. Due to its propensity to form a permanent covalent adduct 

with the MPro active site cysteine, we tested its cellular potency in inhibiting MPro as well. 

As shown in Figure 23B, calpeptin, MG115, MG132, telaprevir, and K777 displayed a 

close to undetectable cellular inhibition of MPro up to 10 μM; boceprevir and calpain 

inhibitor II displayed a close to undetectable cellular inhibition of MPro up to 2 μM and a 

very weak cellular inhibition of MPro at 10 μM. Calpeptin XII exhibited the highest cellular 

inhibition of MPro among this group of inhibitors, but it has low potency with an estimated 

IC50 value higher than 10 μM. 

Carmofur, Tideglusib, Ebselen, Disulfiram, and PX-12. 

Drug repurposing research has also shown that carmofur, tideglusib, ebselen, 

disulfiram, and PX-12 can potently inhibit MPro. Carmofur is an antineoplastic agent that 
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generates a permanent thiocarbamate covalent adduct with the MPro active site cysteine.123 

All of the other four compounds are redox active for covalent conjugation with the Mpro 

active site cysteine. We applied our cellular assay to these drugs as well. As shown in 

Figure 23C, except for PX-12 that weakly inhibited MPro in cells at 10 μM, the other four 

compounds showed an undetectable cellular inhibition of MPro at all tested inhibitor 

concentrations. Since all repurposed drugs in this section and the previous section 

displayed low cellular potency, we recharacterized most of them in an enzyme inhibition 

assay to confirm their in vitro MPro inhibition potency. Our determined IC50 values shown 

in Table 3 and Figure 42 are not significantly different from literature-reported results. 

Bepridil, Chloroquine, and Hydroxychloroquine. 

Using computational docking analysis in combination with experimental 

examination to guide drug repurposing for COVID-19, we previously showed that 

bepridil, an antianginal drug, inhibited MPro and had high potency in inhibiting SARS-

CoV-2 replication in host cells.124 To provide a full picture to understand the mechanism 

of bepridil in inhibiting SARS-CoV-2, we applied our cellular assay to bepridil. As shown 

in Figure 23D, bepridil displayed a very weak inhibition of MPro in cells up to 10 μM. A 

previous publication reported that chloroquine and hydroxychloroquine are potent 

inhibitors of MPro.125 We applied our cellular assay to these two drugs. At all tested 

concentrations, both drugs displayed a close to undetectable promotion of MPro-eGFP 

expression, which indicates very low MPro inhibition from both drugs in cells. Using both 

a commercial and homemade substrate, we recharacterized MPro enzymatic inhibition by 
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chloroquine and hydroxychloroquine. Our data (Figure 43) showed that MPro retained 84% 

activity at 16 μM chloroquine, and hydroxy-chloroquine did not inhibit MPro up to 16 μM. 

 

Diaryl Esters 10-1, 10-2, and 10-3.  

Benzotriazole esters that were contaminants in a peptide library were accidentally 

discovered as potent inhibitors of SARS-CoV MPro.126 Based on their inhibition 

mechanism, a number of diaryl esters were developed later as potent SARS-CoV MPro 

inhibitors.127 To show whether similar compounds will also inhibit MPro of SARS-CoV-2, 

we synthesized diaryl esters 10-1, 10-2, and 10-3 and characterized their enzymatic 

inhibition IC50 values as 0.067, 0.038, and 7.6 μM, respectively (Figure 44). Using our 

cellular assay, we characterized all three compounds as well. As shown in Figure 23D, all 

three compounds display observable potency in inhibiting MPro to promote MPro-eGFP 

expression at 2 and 10 μM. Their cellular MPro inhibition IC50 values are estimated above 

10 μM. 

 

Effect of CP-100356 on the Cellular Potency of Peptide-Based MPro Inhibitors.  

CP-100356 is a high-affinity inhibitor of multidrug resistance protein (Mdr-1/gp), a 

protypical ABC transport that exports toxic substances from the inside of cells. A previous 

report showed that CP-100356 enhanced the antiviral potency of MPro inhibitors 

significantly.128 To investigate whether CP-100356 improves the cellular MPro  
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Figure 24 Cellular potency of selected compounds in their inhibition of MPro in the 

presence of 0.5 μM CP-100356. Reprinted with permission from reference 104. 

inhibition potency of Opal inhibitors, we recharacterized MPI1−9, GC376, and 11a using 

our cellular assay in the presence of 0.5 μM CP-100356 (Figure 24). Except for MPI8 that 

showed an inhibition curve in the presence of CP-100356 very similar to that in the 

absence of CP-100356 and had a determined IC50 value of 39 nM, all other Opal inhibitors 

displayed a better cellular MPro inhibition curve. MPI5 and MPI6 have IC50 values (580 

and 75 nM, respectively) in the presence of CP-100356 that are slightly lower than those 

in the absence of CP-100356. The highest cellular potency improvement that we observed 

among all compounds was for MPI7. It displayed an IC50 value (75 nM) in the presence 

of CP-100356 that is 60% lower than that in the presence of CP-100356. The cellular 

potency improvement for MPI4, GC376, and 11a in the presence of CP-100356 also led 

to characterizable IC50 values of 1.8, 2.2, and 1.4 μM, respectively. We did a similar test 

for 10-1, 10-2, and 10-3. Providing CP-100356 did not significantly change the cellular 

MPro inhibition for all three compounds at all tested concentrations. 
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Figure 25 Plaque reduction neutralization tests (PRNTs) of MPI5–8 on their 

inhibition of SARS-CoV-2 in Vero E6 cells. DMSO was used as a negative control. 

Determination of Antiviral EC50 Values for MPI1−8. Reprinted with permission  

 from reference 104. 

Our previous antiviral assay for Opal inhibitors was based on the on−off 

observation of a CPE in Vero E6 and ACE2+A549 cells. To quantify antiviral EC50 values 

of MPI1−8, we conducted plaque reduction neutralization tests of SARS-CoV-2 in Vero 

E6 cells in the presence of MPI1−8. we infected Vero E6 cells with SARS-CoV-2, grew 

infected cells in the presence of different inhibitor concentrations for 3 days, and then 

quantified SARS-CoV-2 plaque reduction. Based on SARS-CoV-2 plaque reduction in the 

presence of MPI1−8, we determined antiviral EC50 values for MPI1−8 as shown in Figure 

25 and Table 3. MPI1−4 displayed a low antiviral potency with estimated EC50 values 

above 5 μM, and MPI5–8 have EC50 values determined to be 0.073, 0.21, 0.17, and 0.030 

µM, respectively. 
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Discussion 

MPI1−9 were previously developed as potent MPro inhibitors. All showed 

enzymatic IC50 values around or below 100 nM (Table 3). Among them, MPI3 has the 

highest potency with an IC50 value of 8.5 nM. However, a CPE-based antiviral assay in 

Vero E6 cells showed that MPI3 weakly inhibited SARS-CoV-2.69 On the contrary, MPI8 

that has an enzymatic IC50 value of 105 nM displayed the highest potency in inhibiting 

SARS-CoV-2. A separate antiviral assay in ACE2+A549 cells showed that MPI8 inhibited 

the SARS-CoV-2-induced CPE completely at 200 nM MPI8. Overall, the antiviral 

potency of MPI1−9 based on the on−off observation of the CPE correlates with their 

cellular MPro inhibition potency that we have detected using the new cellular assay. In 

order to confirm that the determined cellular potency results correlate closely with antiviral 

effects, we quantified antiviral EC50 values for MPI1−8 in Vero E6 cells. Overall, the 

general trends of determined potency for MPI1−8 from two assays correlate well with 

each other, indicating that the developed cellular assay is valid in assessing the antiviral 

potency of MPro inhibitors if these inhibitors act on MPro alone. CP-100356 improved the 

cellular potency for most Opal-based inhibitors, although this improvement is as dramatic 

as reported in Hoffman et al.128 Therefore, the main reason for the low cellular and antiviral 

potency of MPI3 and other Opal-based inhibitors might not be their active exportation 

from cells. Possible reasons that may contribute to the low antiviral and cellular potency 

for these compounds include their potential low cell permeability and proneness to both 
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extracellular and intracellular proteolysis. Although MPI8 is not the most potent Opal-

based inhibitor according to its in vitro enzymatic inhibition potency, it has the best 

antiviral and cellular potency. Its determined cellular IC50 is 31 nM, which is less than a 

third of its in vitro enzymatic IC50 value. A likely reason is the possible accumulation of 

MPI8 in cells, which needs to be investigated. Other Opal-based inhibitors with high 

cellular potency are MPI5, MPI6, and MPI7. All display cellular IC50 values below 1 μM. 

Among all 30 inhibitors that we have tested, MPI5−8 show the highest potency, which 

warrants their further investigation for possible use in treating COVID-19. As far as we 

know, MPI8 is the compound with the highest cellular MPro inhibition potency and the 

highest SARS-CoV-2 antiviral potency in Vero E6 cells. We urge its preclinical 

investigation for treating COVID-19.  

 

GC376 is an investigational drug for treating feline infectious peritonitis, a lethal 

coronavirus disease in cats.119 Anivive Lifesciences Inc. did clinical investigations to 

repurpose GC376 for the treatment of COVID-19 patients. Although GC376 has high in 

vitro enzymatic MPro Inhibition potency with an IC50 value of 30 nM, it shows relatively 

weak cellular potency (IC50 > 2 μM). This weak cellular potency correlates with its 

antiviral potency that was determined with an EC50 value of 3.37 or 0.7 μM from two 

separate studies.117, 120 In comparison to MPI8, GC376 is almost 2 orders of magnitude 

less potent in cellular and antiviral potency. A low cellular permeability and stability likely 

contribute to this low cellular and antiviral potency. 11a is an MPro inhibitor that has an 

antiviral EC50 value of 0.53 μM which is not significantly different from those of MPI6 
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and MPI7.111 However, its cellular potency is much weaker compared to MPI6 and MPI7. 

Its estimated cellular IC50 value is higher than 2 μM. It is likely that 11a may interfere 

with other critical process(es) in the SARS-CoV-2 life cycle to exert a potent antiviral 

effect, which needs to be explored. 

 

Boceprevir and telaprevir are two drugs approved for treating hepatitis C virus 

infection. Both have shown potency to inhibit MPro enzymatically, and boceprevir has also 

been characterized in an antiviral assay to show an EC50 value of 1.31 μM.117 However, 

both drugs display very weak potency in their cellular MPro inibition tests. Since we 

detected very weak cellular potency for boceprevir at 10 μM, boceprevir must hit on other 

key step(s) in the SARS-CoV-2 pathogenesis and replication pathway to convene its high 

antiviral effect. An investigation in this possibility will likely lead to the discovery of novel 

target(s) for COVID-19 drug development. Other aldehyde- and ketone-based inhibitors 

we have tested include calpeptin, MG-132, MG-115, calpain inhibitor II, and calpain 

inhibitor XII. Except for calpain inhibitor XII that showed a weak cellular inhibition of 

MPro with an estimated IC50 value higher than 10 μM, all others exhibited a close to 

undetectable MPro inhibition in cells up to 10 μM. Both calpain inhibitor II and XII have 

demonstrated antiviral potency toward SARS-CoV-2 with an EC50 value of 2.07 and 0.49 

μM, respectively. Based on our cellular potency analysis of the two compounds, it is clear 

that their antiviral potency is not primarily from the inhibition of MPro. Wang et al. have 

explored compounds with dual functions to inhibit both MPro and host calpains/cathepsins 

as antivirals for SARS-CoV-2.129 These compounds include calpain inhibitor II and XII. 
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As such, they likely inhibit host proteases to cause potent antiviral effects. K777 weakly 

inhibited MPro in a kinetic assay but potently inhibited SARS-CoV-2 in an antiviral 

assay.122 It showed undetectable potency in our cellular assay, which confirms that it must 

target other key process(es) in the SARS-CoV-2 life cycle. 

Carmofur, tideglusib, ebselen, disulfiram, and PX-12 were discovered as MPro 

inhibitors from high-throughput screening. Although carmofur has an enzymatic IC50 

value of 1.35 μM and generates a permanent covalent adduct with the MPro active site 

cysteine by forming a thiocarbamate, it showed undetectable cellular potency up to 10 μM 

in our cellular assay. This observation correlates well with its low antiviral potency.123 

The high chemical reactivity of carmofur likely contributes to its low cellular and antiviral 

potency. Tideglusib, ebselen, disulfiram, and PX-12 are redox-active compounds that can 

form covalent adducts with the MPro active site cysteine. Except for PX-12 that showed 

weak cellular potency at 10 μM, the other three drugs exhibited undetectable cellular 

potency up to 10 μM. Among the four compounds, only ebselen has been examined in an 

antiviral assay.68 It has a determined EC50 value of 4.67 μM. Since ebselen showed 

undetectable cellular MPro inhibition up to 10 μM, its antiviral potency must be from its 

interference with other key process(es) in the SARS-CoV-2 life cycle. The revelation of 

the SARS-CoV-2 inhibition mechanism by ebselen will likely lead to the discovery of 

novel drug target(s) for COVID-19. 
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Bepridil is an MPro inhibitor with an enzymatic IC50 value of 72 μM but a much 

lower antiviral EC50 value of 0.46 μM in ACE2+A549 cells. Bepridil is known to inhibit 

other human viral pathogens as well.130 We detected a close to undetectable cellular MPro 

inhibition potency for bepridil up to 10 μM. This correlates with its relatively high 

enzymatic IC50 value. Therefore, bepridil must use a mechanism different from the 

inhibition of MPro to convene its high antiviral potency. This needs to be investigated. 

Chloroquine and hydroxychloroquine are two repurposed drugs for COVID-19 with 

demonstrated antiviral EC50 values of 5.47 and 0.72 μM, respectively.131 Although 

TMPRSS2 was shown as a possible target of chloroquine and hydroxychloroquine,132 a 

previous report showed that chloroquine and hydroxychloroquine potently inhibited MPro 

in an enzyme inhibition assay.125 We tested both drugs using the new cellular assay but 

revealed close to undetectable cellular MPro inhibition up to 10 μM for both drugs. We 

recharacterized the enzymatic inhibition of MPro by both drugs as well. However, we were 

not able to detect any MPro inhibition by hydroxychloroquine up to 16 μM, and chloroquine 

exhibited very weak inhibition of MPro at 16 μM. Based on our cellular data, enzymatic 

inhibition data, and data from a separate study,133 we are confident that both chloroquine 

and hydroxychloroquine do not potently inhibit MPro. Their antiviral activities are from 

different mechanism(s). 

10-1, 10-2, and 10-3 are three diaryl esters in which 10-1 and 10-2 displayed high

potency in inhibiting MPro enzymatically. All three compounds displayed a significant 

cellular MPro inhibition potency at 10 μM, but their potency is much lower than those of 
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MPI5−8. Although 10-3 has a much weaker enzymatic inhibition potency than 10-1 and 

10-2, its cellular potency is slightly better than those from 10-1 and 10-2. A likely 

explanation is that 10-3 is more stable than 10-1 and 10-2, which leads to a longer cellular 

time to convene its cellular MPro inhibition potency. Therefore, we recommend balancing 

cellular stability and enzymatic inhibition potency for the future development of diaryl 

esters as MPro inhibitors to achieve optimal antiviral effects. 

 

As a protypical ABC transporter inhibitor, CP-100356 can potentially improve the 

intracellular accumulation of exogenous toxic molecules in cells. Providing CP-100356 

improved the cellular activity for all Opal-based inhibitors except MPI8, albeit the 

improvement is not as great as what was reported for PF-00835231.128 This is likely due 

to a low expression of Mdr-1/gp in 293T cells. Since CP-100356 is not an approved drug, 

its use in combination with an MPro inhibitor for COVID-19 treatment will face significant 

hurdles in clearing out toxicity and other clinical concerns. MPI8 showed a similar cellular 

potency in the presence and absence of CP-100356, suggesting MPI8’s high propensity to 

accumulate inside cells. This explains our observation that the determined cellular MPro 

inhibition IC50 value for MPI8 was 3-fold less than its determined enzymatic inhibition 

IC50 value. Data related to the use of CP-100356 support that MPI8 is optimal for cellular 

MPro inhibition. As the compound with the highest cellular and antiviral potency among 

all of the literature and new compounds that we have tested in the current study, we urge 

MPI8 for further investigations in treating COVID-19. 
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Conclusion 

We have developed a cellular assay to determine the cellular potency of SARS-

CoV-2 MPro inhibitors. Unlike an antiviral assay in which the interference of any key step 

in the SARS-CoV-2 life cycle may lead to a strong antiviral effect, this new cellular assay 

reveals only cellular MPro inhibition potency of a compound. It provides precise 

information that reflects real MPro inhibition in cells. Using this assay, we characterized 

30 MPro inhibitors. Our data indicated that 11a, boceprevir, ebselen, calpain inhibitor II, 

calpain inhibitor XII, K777, and bepridil likely interfere with key processes other than the 

MPro catalysis in the SARS-CoV-2 pathogenesis and replication pathways to convene their 

strong antiviral effects. Our results also revealed that MPI8 has the highest cellular potency 

among all compounds that were tested. It has a cellular MPro inhibition IC50 value of 31 

nM. MPI8 has been recently shown with dual inhibition effects against human cathepsin 

L but not other tested human proteases.134 As the compound with the highest antiviral 

potency with an EC50 value of 30 nM, we cautiously advocate preclinical tests of MPI8 as 

a COVID-19 treatment. 
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Table 3 Determined Enzymatic and Cellular IC50 Values in Inhibiting SARS-CoV-2 MPro for Different Inhibitors. Reprinted with permission 

from reference 104. 
Compound ID Enzymatic IC50 

(µM) 

Cellular IC50 

(µM) 

Cellular IC50 

(µM) with CP-

100356 

Antiviral EC50 

(µM) 

Compound ID Enzymatic 

IC50 (µM) 

Cellular 

IC50 (µM) 

Cellular IC50 

(µM) with 

CP-100356 

Antiviral 

EC50 (µM) 

MPI169 0.1000±0023 >10 >2 >5 MG-132 3.9±1.0;117 

3.0±0.2d 

n.d.c,e

MPI269 0.103±0.014 >2 >2 >5 Calpain inhibitor II117 0.97±0.27 >10 2.07±0.76a 

MPI369 0.0085±0.0015 >2 >2 >5 Calpain inhibitor XII 0.45±0.06; 117 

0.82±0.08d 

>10 0.49±0.18a 

MPI469 0.015±0.005 >2 1.8±0.01 >5 K777122 >100 n.d. 0.62a 

MPI569 0.033±0.002 0.66±0.15 0.58±0.06 0.073±0.007 Carmofur 1.35±0.04;68, 123 

0.20±0.01d 

n.d. >100b

MPI669 0.060±0.004 0.12±0.03 0.075±0.008 0.21±0.02 Tideglusib68 1.55±0.30; 

2.8±0.1d 

n.d.

MPI769 0.047±0.003 0.19±0.03 0.075±0.006 0.17±0.02 Ebselen68 0.67±0.09; 

0.98±0.01d 

n.d. 4.76±0.80a 

MPI869 0.105±0.022 0.031±0.002 0.039±0.007 0.030±0.003 Disulfiram68 9.35±0.18; 

2.2±0.2d 

n.d.

MPI969 0.056±0.014 >2 >2 PX-1268 21.4±7.1 >10c

GC376 0.030±0.008669 >2 2.2±0.2 3.37±1.68a; 117 

0.70120 

Bepridil124 72±3 n.d. 0.46a 

11a 0.053±0.005;107 

0.031±0.00369 

>2 1.4±0.1 0.53±0.01a Chloroquine125, 131 3.9±0.2, >10d n.d. 5.47a 

Boceprevir 4.2±0.6;117 

8.0±1.5;120 

7.2±2.3d 

>>10 1.31±0.58a; 117 

15.57120 

Hydroxychloroquine125, 131 2.9±0.3, >10d n.d. 0.72a 

Telaprevir121 15.3 >>10 10-1 0.040±0.004 >10 >10

Calpeptin117 10.7±2.8 n.d. 10-2 0.068±0.005 >10 >10

MG-115 3.1±1.0; 117 

2.7±0.1d 

n.d.c 10-3 5.72±0.43 >10 >10

aPrimary CPE assay. bGenomic RNA quantification. cToxic at 10 µM. dDetermined separately by us. en.d.: not detected 



CHAPTER V  

CONCLUSIONS 

The instability and low activity of PylRS has been a long-lasting problem for 

expressing proteins incorporated with ncAAs. We discovered the amber suppression 

tRNA from C. M. alvus protects as well as stabilizes PylRS from M. mazei. The 

enhancement rescues the low yield of sfGFP expression by 3-fold or even more. 

MmPylRS with different digestion fragments pairing to CMaPylT or MmPylT provides 

us the insight for stabilizing full length MmPylRS by mutating K110 and P188. Although 

the benefit from each site is not additive, P188G has stabilized and enhanced the amber 

suppression efficiency well. A detailed crystal structure of MmPylRS and its tRNA could 

provide extra information for better engineering. However, the only structure available is 

only from aa1-101 and aa184-454. Aligning with CMaPylRS, interestingly, it matched 

80% within aa186-454. A co-crystal structure of CMaPylRS and its tRNA could be very 

beneficial for engineering a stable MmPylRS.   

COVID-19 has built into our daily life since the outbreak in 2020. Although the 

vaccination has been developed and is widely distributed, there’s still increasing cases. 

Not to mention new mutants are still developing. Fortunately, most of the mutations occurs 

on the spike instead of the essential enzymes., therefore, antiviral drugs targeting the 

essential proteases such as Mpro and PLpro in the viral replication pathway are active toward 

all different variants of SARS-CoV-2. In this dissertation, we expressed and purified 
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SARS-CoV-2 PLpro. Furthermore, we identified several potent inhibitors from a 

deubiquitinase inhibitor library and a cysteine protease inhibitor library. However, among 

all the inhibitors, a deubiquitinase inhibitor specifically developed for SARS-CoV-1 PLpro, 

GRL-0617, shows the best inhibition and IC50. In addition, we found that some inhibitors, 

such as SJB3-019A, displayed different inhibition patterns with the peptide substrate, Z-

LRGG-AMC, and a protein substrate, Ub-AMC. The IC50 improved with Ub-AMC. It 

likely inhibits PLpro with a different mechanism. We also developed a method to evaluate 

the Mpro inhibitor’s activity in vivo. Due to the special structure of cell membrane, 

delivering drugs into a cell plays an important role to inhibit targeted protein in vivo. It 

makes some of the in vitro assay results poorly matched with in vivo assay results. To 

better evaluate the inhibitor activity, viral experiments have to be carried out in BSL3 or 

higher laboratory. To reduce the laboratory requirement, we developed an in vivo assay 

that can quantify EC50 of inhibitors that can be done in any BSL-2 laboratory. We 

expressed Mpro-Q306G-eGFP in HEK293/17 cells. Low fluorescence was observed due 

to the Mpro cytotoxicity. On the contrary, the potent inhibitors rescue the cells and results 

in high fluorescence. The inhibitor concentration-dependency of the fluorescence 

enhancement allows us to easily evaluate the potency of each drug in vivo. The simplicity 

and the availability of this method allows for quick identification of potent inhibitors in 

vivo in most biochemical laboratories. It is greatly beneficial for the current pandemic due 

to the high mutation rate of SARS-CoV-2. To date, there is only one FDA approved drug 

that was designed specifically for SARS-CoV-2 Mpro. With the increasing infected cases 

and possible new variants, the benefits from various drugs options could be additive and 
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economical. In addition, it can be easily adapted to evaluate Mpro from different species of 

coronavirus by switching the expressed protein. It can greatly fasten the drug discovery 

process for preparing for an unknown coronavirus.  
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CHAPTER VI APPENDIX A 

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION OF THE PYRROLYSYL-TRNA 

SYNTHETASE ACTIVITY CAN BE IMPROVED BY A P188 MUTATION THAT 

STABILIZES THE FULL-LENGTH ENZYME 

 

 

Supplementary figure and tables 

 

Figure 26 CMaPylRS showed much better solubility than full-length MmPylRS. 

Reprinted with permission from reference 22. 
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Figure 27 Mutations in ncAA-specific MmPylRS variants cannot be transferred 

directly to CMaPylRS for genetic incorporation of all targeted ncAAs. (A) 

CmaAcKRS cannot mediate genetic incorporation of AcK into sfGFP134TAG. (B) 

CmaBuKRS doesn’t work on CrK in the presence of CmaPylT. Reprinted with 

permission from reference 22. 
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Figure 28 Molecular weights of two different cleavage products of MmPylRS in the 

presence of MmPylT and CmaPylT. Reprinted with permission from reference 22. 
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Figure 29 Removing the NTD from MmPylRS totally kill the protein activity. 

Reprinted with permission from reference 22. 
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Figure 30 CmaPylT leads to stable full-length MmPylRS in E. coli cells. The band 

corresponding to full-length MmPylRS did not show in cells expressing MmPylRS 

and MmPylT. Reprinted with permission from reference 22. 
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Figure 31 K110A only slightly improved amber suppression activity of MmPylRS in 

the presence of CmaPylT. Fusing sfGFP to MmPylRS did not improve its amber 

suppression efficiency. Reprinted with permission from reference 22. 
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Figure 32 K110A protected MmPylRS from cleavage at aa110. More full-length 

mmPylRS-K110A was observed in the cell lysate pellet. Much less truncated 

MmPylRS(111-454) was observed in the cell lysate supernatant. Reprinted with 

permission from reference 22. 
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Table 4 Primer list. Reprinted with permission from reference 22. 

primer sequence 

mmPylRS-for ggctaacaggaggaattactagt 

mmPylRS-rev accgtttaaactcagtcgacttacaggttagtgctaatg 

Split-for gaggaattactagtATGtccgttgcacgcgctcc 

Split-rev CTAAGCTCActtcggcatcgctttcttg 

sfGFP-for atacccgtttttttgggctaacaggaggaattactagtatggttagcaaaggtgaagaac 

sfGFP-rev tgcagaaatcagagtattcagcggtttcttatccatTCTAGATTGGAAGTACAGGTTTTC 

Y66F-for ccctgaccTTTggcgttcagtgctttagccgcta 

Y66F-rev aacgccAAAggtcagggtggtcaccagg 

CTD-for tccgttgcacgcgctcc 

CTD-rev catactagtaattcctcctgttagcccaaaaaaa 

K110A-rev GGCcggcatcgctttcttggtg (pair with CTD-for) 

P188Q-for caggcttctgcaCAGgcactgactaaaagccagactgaccgtctgga 

P188Q-rev ttttagtcagtgcCTGtgcagaagcctgaaccggagcagacatgctgg 

P188G-for caggcttctgcaGGCgcactgactaaaagccagactgaccgtctgga 

P188G-rev ttttagtcagtgcgcctgcagaagcctgaaccggagcagacatgctgg 
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APPENDIX B 

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION OF CELLULAR ACTIVITIES OF SARS-COV-

2 MAIN PROTEASE INHIBITORS REVEAL THEIR UNIQUE CHARACTERISTICS 

 

Supplementary Methods  

 

Cytopathic effects assay  

Vero-E6 with high endogenous ACE2 expression (BEI Resources, NR-53726) or 

transgenic A549 cells expressing human ACE2 with a C-terminal FLAG tag (BEI 

Resources, NR-53522) were inoculated with SARS-CoV-2 WA1/2020 (BEI Resources, 

NR-52281) at a multiplicity of 3 plaque-forming units per cell. After 1 h, the inoculum 

was removed and cells were washed 3x with phosphate-buffered saline (Thermo Fisher 

Scientific). 1 h before collection, medium was removed and replaced. At the specified 

timepoints, cells were either fixed in formalin and stained with crystal violet for 

microscopy, or lysed with RIPA buffer (10 mM Tris-HCl, 150 mM NaCl, 1% Triton X-

100, 0.5% deoxychonate, 0.5% sodium dodecyl sulfate, 1x Roche complete protease  

inhibitor, 1 mM phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride, 10 mM dithiothreitol) for western 

blotting.   

 

SiRNA knocking down of Mpro  

The siRNA was designed and synthesized using the custom Designed Silencer® Select 

siRNA service from ThermoFisher. The sequence was provided in the Table S2. HEK 
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293T/17 cells were maintained in DMEM supplemented with 10% FBS. Upon a 

confluency of 80~90%, the pLVX-Puro-MPro-eGFP plasmid was transfected into the 

cells with PEI. After overnight incubation, the cells were dispersed and plated in white 

96-well plates, 100 μL in each well with cell density of 5×105 cells/mL. The next day, 

medium was replaced with fluorobrite DMEM medium with 10% FBS. One group was 

set as blank, another one was supplemented with 1 μM MPI8. Another two groups were 

transfected with 10nM and 30nM siRNA with lipofectamine 3000 twice, with a time  

gap of 24 h. The apoptosis reading was done with the RealTime-Glo™ annexin V 

apoptosis assay kit from Promega. Each group was characterized with 3 repeats.  

 

Cell toxicity assay for MPro(C145S)  

HEK 293T/17 cells were maintained in DMEM supplemented with 10% FBS. Upon a 

confluency of 80~90%, pLVX-MPro-eGFP-2 plasmid and PLVX-MPro(C145S)-eGFP 

plasmids were transfected separately into the cells with PEI, with an amount of 1.6 µg for 

each well in a 6-well plate. After incubation overnight, the cells were dispersed and plated 

in a 24-well plate with high glucose fluorobrite DMEM supplemented with 10% FBS as 

one blank group and the other group supplemented with 1 µM MPI8. fluorescent pictures 

of the cells were taken at 24, 48 and 72 h, respectively.  

 

Quntification of antimycin A induced cell apoptosis  

HEK293T/17 cells were plated in a white 96-well plate with high glucose fluorobrite 

DMEM supplemented with 10% FBS at a cell density of 5 x 105 cells/mL and 100 µL 
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each well. One group was supplemented with 1 µM antimycin A, another group was 

supplemented with 1 µM MPI8 and S3 1 µM antimycin A. The cell apoptosis was tested 

using the RealTime-Glo™ annexin V apoptosis assay kit from Promega after 72h. Each 

group was characterized with 3 repeats.  

 

New material introduced  

High glucose FluoroBrite™ DMEM, Gibco. 
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Supplementary figures 

 

Figure 33 The plasmid map of pECFP-MPro-EYFP. Reprinted with permission 

from reference 104. 
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Figure 34 Yellow fluorescence from expressed CFP-MPro-YFP in 293T cells 

transfected with pECFP-MPro-EYFP and grown in the absence (A) or presence (B) 

of 10 μM MPI8. Reprinted with permission from reference 104. 
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Figure 35 Association of Mpro expression with SARS-CoV-2 cytopathic effects. lines 

were inoculated with SARS-CoV-2 at different times.  For each timepoint, one 

replicate was fixed and stained with crystal violet (A) and a second replicate was 

lysed for western blot with anti-Mpro antibody detection (B). Virus-induced 

cytopathic effects included extensive cell rounding (small, condensed staining) and 

detachment from the monolayer. Positions of viral polyprotein precursors (white 

triangles), ~33.7 kDa fully processed Mpro (black triangle) and a nonspecific staining 

product (asterisk) are indicated. Reprinted with permission from reference 104. 
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Figure 36 Plasmid maps of pLVX-MPro-eGFP-1 (A), pLVX-MPro-eGFP-2 (B) and 

pLVX-MProC145S-eGFP. Reprinted with permission from reference 104. 
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Figure 37 Cellular toxicity was from the protease function of MPro. 293T cells were 

transiently transferred with plasmids coding either active MPro-eGFP or inactive 

MPro(C145S)-eGFP and then grown with or without 1 µM MPI8 for 24, 48, and 72 h 

before they were fluorescently imaged. Reprinted with permission from reference 

104. 
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Figure 38 The cellular toxicity of MPro is from its protease activity. Cells were 

transfected with plasmids coding active MPro-eGFP or inactive MPro(C145S)-eGFP. 

Without 1 µM MPI8, the expression of MPro-eGFP led to cell death and no detectable 

MPro-eGFP. The addition of 1 µM MPI8 led to cell survival and detectable MPro-

eGFP. However, in either presence or absence of 1 µM MPI8, cells expressing 

inactive MPro(C145S)-eGFP showed highly expressed MPro(C145S)-eGFP. The 

displayed gel was Western blotting by anti-MPro. Reprinted with permission from 

reference 104. 
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Figure 39 Cellular toxicity from MPro was inhibited by MPro-targeting siRNA. 293T 

cells were transiently transfected with PLVX-MPro-eGFP-2 and then incubated with 

or without MPI8 or MPro-targeting siRNA. SiRNA was transfected with 

lipofectamine 3000 (ThermoFisher L3000001), according to the protocol 

(ThermoFisher Document Part No. 100022234), at 24 and 48h after cells were plated 

respectively. After 48 and 72 h, cellular apoptosis indicating cell death was analyzed 

using the Promega RealTime-GloTM apoptosis assay kit. Reprinted with permission 

from reference 104. 
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Figure 40 293T cell apoptosis induced by 1 µM antimycin A is not influenced by the 

addition of 1 µM MPI8. Reprinted with permission from reference 104. 
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Figure 41 293T/17 cells that stably expressed MPro-eGFP and were established in the 

presence of MPI8 exhibited strong apoptosis when MPI8 was withdrawn from the 

growth media. A, B, and C are three repeats. The cell assay was performed with 

RealTime-Glo™ Annexin V Apoptosis and Necrosis Assay kit from Promega. HEK 

293T/17 and constructed HEK 293T/17 cells stably expressing MPro-eGFP were used 

for this cell assay. The cells were maintained in high glucose DMEM medium 

supplemented with 10% FBS, plated with a cell density of 5×105 cells/mL. Five 

groups of experiments were set:  

HEK 293T/17;  

HEK 293T/17 + MPI8 (1 μM)  

HEK 293T/17 cells stably expressing MPro-eGFP  

HEK 293T/17 cells stably expressing MPro-eGFP + MPI8 (1 μM)  

HEK 293T/17(b&c) or HEK 293T/17 cells stably expressing MPro-eGFP(a) + 

Antimycin A (1 μM)  

Each experiment has 5 repeats.  

The cell assay was performed as instructed by the protocol, luminescence was 

recorded at 12h, 24h, 36h, 48h, 60h, 72h after plating the cells. The luminescence 

readings were normalized using HEK 293T/17 as a negative control, which was set 

to a unit of 100. Reprinted with permission from reference 104. 
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Figure 42 The recharacterization of MPro inhibition. Reprinted with permission 

from reference 104. 
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Figure 43 The recharacterization of MPro inhibition by (A) chloroquine and (B) 

hydroxychloroquine. Reprinted with permission from reference 104. 
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Figure 44 The kinetic characterization of 10-1, 10-2, and 10-3 in their inhibition of 

MPro. Reprinted with permission from reference 104. 
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Primer  Primer  

FRET-Mpro-for  AGATCTCGAGTCAAAACAAGCGCGGTGC  

FRET-Mpro-rev  TTCGAAGCTTGCTGAAAAGTTACGCCGGAAC  

XbaI-Mpro-f  TAGTTCTAGAATGTCAGGGTTTCGCAAG  

Mpro-HindIII-r  CCATAAGCTTGCCAAAAGTTACGCCGGAACAC  

HinIII-eGFP-f  TGGCAAGCTTATGGTGAGCAAGGGC  

eGFP-NotI-r  ATCCGCGGCCGCTTACTTGTACAGCTCGTCCATG  

XbaI-Cut-Mpro-f  TAGTTCTAGAATGAAAACAAGCGCGGTGCTCCAGTCAG

GGTTTCGCAAGATG 

Mpro C145S-f GAACTTCACAATCAAGGGATCGTTCCTGAATGGGAGTAG

CGGTTCGGTTGGATTCAATAT 

Mpro C145S-r AAGAGACGCAGTCGTAGTCGATATTGAATCCAACCGAA

CCGCTACTCCCATTCAGGAACG 

 

Table 5 The primers and their sequences used in the construction of plasmids. 

Reprinted with permission from reference 104. 
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 Sequence 

siRNA UUUCCUUCAAGAUCGGUCCCG 

 

 

Table 6 siRNA sequence used to knock down Mpro expression. Reprinted with 

permission from reference 104. 

 

 


